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Abstract

After a critical revlew of the literature on the parallel market for foreign

exchange, we set up a dynamic model of dual foreign exchange markets, an official

market that is controlled by the official authorities and a free parallel rnarket whiclr

is illegal.

The main objective of the thesis is to investigate the following questions:

(1) How can we explain the devaluation-inflation-cycle phenomena obserued in

some developing countries during the past decade?

(2) Why have attempts to unify dual foreign exchange markets, by overnight

floating of the official rate, failed in some developing countries?

(3) ls the parallel market rate premium over the official rate an appropriate indicator

of the real official rate misalignment?

The qualitative results of our model indicate that a fixed exchange rate policy

and an unremovable fiscal deficit combined with a domestic inflation rate dominated

by the parallel market rate yield a devaluation-inflation spiral and therefore

eventually lead to a flexible official exchange rate system. A floating exchange rate

system and continuous domestic money growth yield an ever-increasing inflation

and continuous depreciation of the unified exchange rate, thereby lead to eventual
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collapse of the flexible exchange rate system. The major two factors that contributed

to the unsustainability of the flexible and the fixed foreign exchange policy in our

model are:

(i) Inconsistency of the fiscal and the rnonetary policy with the foreign exchange rate

policy;

(ii) Low levels of official foreign currency rese¡ves.

The results of the model also indicate that, given that dornestic inflation rate

is reflected by the parallel market rate, the parallel market rate premium over the

official rate is an appropriate indicator of real official rate misalignment. This findinE

doesn't mean that elimination of the parallel rate premium will automatically

eliminate the real official rate misalignment; it implies that maintaining the parallel

market premium at steady state may help to stabilize the deviation of the real official

rate from its equilibrium level.

Empirical testing of the model's results on Sudanese data indicates that

increases in domestic money supply raise the parallel market rate, that anticipation

of depreciation of the parallel market rate induces depreciation of the current

parallel market rate, and depreciation of the official rate reduces the parallel market

premium in the short term. All these results comply with the assumptions of the

model.



Svmbols

e - official exchange rate (domestic currency units per one unit of foreign

currency).

b = parallel market exchange rate.

Y = home goods production (or domestically manufaÉtureO goods).

lp = private sector imports (production inputs).

l" - private sector imports (consumption goods).

K = workers remittance from abroad (in foreign currency units).

X = êXpoft goods (not part of Y).

ç = labours employed for home good production.

L, = labours employed for export good production.

U = uflêtÎployment level.

c(, - elasticity of home goods production relative to labour input, (1 - cr) is

the elasticity of home goods relative to imported inputs.

n = ratio of parallel market rate to official exchange rate, b/e).

W = fiìonêv wage in domestic currency units.

Pr - imports price in domestic currency units.

P, = êxport price in domestic currency units.

Z = probability of detecting illegal foreign currency transaction in the

parallel market.

0 = share of under-invoiced export revenue.

e = share of workers remittance to be surrendered to the parallel market.
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Py = domestic Price of home goods'

M = domestic money supply (in domestic currency units)'

F = stock of foreign currency held by private sector'

m =M/e

G = $ovêffìtrlent imports (in domestic currency units),

g =G/e

R = official foreign currency reserves'

ô-thefraction(outoftota|foreigncurrencyinf|owtotheofficia|market)

offoreigncurrencysaleintheofficialmarket,forprivatesectorimports.

H=nomina|financialwealthofprivatesector(indomesticcurrencyunits).

},=fractionofwea|thdesiredtobeheldinforeigncurrency;thenby

definition(1-I)isthefractionofwea|thdesiredtobehe|dindomestic

currency'

T = domestic tax revenue

1 =T/e

D = domestic credit

l.l = unified exchange rate

r = domestic money growth rate

er = rêâl official exchange rate

s = positive constant'

lL = legal imPorts'

l" = smu$$led imPorts'

Vr = imPort smuggling ratio (UlJ'



Pr = domestic price of imports.

P.r = foreign price of imports (in foreign currency units).

X, - smuggled exPorts.

XL - legal exPorts.

V* = êXport smuggling ratio (X./X.) 
,

Pr' - foreign price of exPorts.

r, = terms of trade.
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Glossary of terms

A nominal exchange rate is the price of a unit of foreign exchange in

domestic currency. An increase in a nominal exchange rate is a depreciation

of the domestic currency and a decrease is an appreciation. when an

exchange rate is pegged or managed, a discrete change in its official value

is referred to as a devaluation or revaluation (a devaluation if the rate goes

up and a revaluation when the rate goes down). A maxi-devaluation is a

large, one-time devaluation of a pegged or managed exchange rate.

A real exchange rate is a nominal exchange rate that is corrected for

relative purchasing power to yield a measure of external competitiveness. A

real appreciation (depreciation) means an increase 
i 
1d""r""""¡ in the

purchasing power of domestic currency in foreign markets relative to

domestic markets.

A parallel foreign exchange market refers to an illegal foreign

exchange market that coexists with the official market for foreign exchange.

Restrictions on transactions at the official rate lead to the creation of an

illegal market, in which transactions take place at a parallel rate.

The official exchange rate refers to the most important legal rate.



The parallel market premium is defined

rate to the official exchange rate.

as the ratio of the
/

5

parallel exchange

The official current account balance is the difference between officially

recorded foreign currency inflows and outflows of current account

transactions.

The private current account balance (or parallel current account balance) is

the difference between the overall current account balance (which may be

unobservable because of illegal trade) and the official current account

balance.



lntroduction

The increasing interest over the past few years in studying parallel

markets for foreign exchanget in developing countries is,possibly due to the

increasing size of these markets despite successive attempts by some

governments in the past decade to reduce the impact of parallel markets for

foreign exchange on official reserves. The rising premium (ratio of parallel

market rate to official rate) weakened the official reserves by drawing foreign

currency away from the official market and to the parallel market, thereby

defeating the very purpose of restrictive foreign exchange policies adopted

by many governments. lt has become apparent to many economists in recent

years that a sound foreign exchange policy should consider the link between

the parallel market for foreign exchange and the rest of the economy. In

many developing countries, the parallel market for foreig4 exchange appears

to be well-established to the extent that government policies are occasionally

prompted by changes in the parallel market premium.

The link between parallel markets for foreign exchange and the rest of

the economy depends on the size and the structure of parallel markets,

Æhe expressions "parallel", "informal"," black" markets have been used
interchangeably in the literature. Lindauer (1989) defines the parallel market as
" a structure generated in response to government interventions that creates a
situation of excess supply or demand in a particular product or factor market".
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which differ from one country to another. In some countries the parallel

market for foreign exchange has a large number of Oealeís. In these markets

the price of foreign exchange is determined according to supply and demand

for foreign currencies. In other countries parallel markets are dominated by

a small number of dealers who set prices on a daily basis, using their

knowledge of supply and demand. Understanding the structure of paraltel

markets requires investigating the sources of supply and demand for

foreign currencies"

Agenor (1992) has reported that the inflow of foreign currencies to

parallel markets comes in general from six sources: sm¡.tggling of exports,

under-invoicing of exports, over-invoicing of imports, foreign tourism, and

the inflow of remittances of national workers abroad, as well as the illegal

diversion of foreign currency from the official market to the parallel market

when the premium is high. All of these sources are likely to be seen jointly

in many countries, but there is always a dominant source at each time and

in each country, depending on the economic policies and sources of foreign

currency in that specific country. Under-invoicing of exports, for example,

is believed to have been a maior source of foreign currency supply to the

parallef market in Argentina for the period 1977-83, estimated as 2To/o of total

officially recorded exports. For the same period the ratió of under-invoiced

exports to official exports was estimated as 13"/" Íor Brazil and 34Yo lor
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Mexico (Gulati, l g8g). Export smuggling represented the major source of

foreign currency supply of the informal markets in India, pakistan and

Turkey in the early 1970s (Gupta, 1984). Foreign tourism is considered as a

major source of supply in caribbean countr¡es (Agenor, 1gg2). workers,

remittances have represented the key source in Egypt (Bruton,lgg3),

Morocco, Turkey, Sudan and Bangladesh.

Agenor (r990) explains that when there are high.(ad valorem) tariff

rates, it is not profitable to over-invoice imports since the amount of tariff

payable rises with the rising value of imports. Therefore, over-invoicing of

imports is not expected to be an effective source of foreign currency in the

parallel market when the tariff rate is higher than the parallel market

premium. In countries with high tariff rates, the price incentive is to under-

invoice imports rather than be over-invoice.

Divergence of foreign currency from the official market to the parallel

market is not expected to play a major role as a source of foreign currency

to the parallel market because of the high risk associatçd with illegal inter-

market foreign currency activities. Therefore, most likely the major sources

of foreign currency into the parallel markets are export under-invoicing,

foreign currency revenue from tourism and workers' remittances from

abroad.
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When there is a tax on exports, under-invoicing of export revenue

allows the exporter to avoid the tariff and to sell the illegally acquired foreign

exchange at a higher parallel market rate; when there is a subsidy on

exports that is lower than the parallel market premium, there is more

incentive to sell foreign currency at the parallel market rate and give up the

subsidy. Thus for a given tax rate, the higher the parallel market premium,

the higher the propensity to under-invoice exports. But the increasing

incentive for under-invoicing is constrained by the rising risk of detection

associated with higher under-invoicing of export revenue.

The demand for foreign currencies in the parallel market mainly stems

from three activities: legal and illegal imports, portfolio diversification and

capital flight, and residents'travel abroad. The demand for foreign currency

in the parallel market to finance legal imports reflects shortage of foreign

currency in the official market to meet the required demand for legally

allowed goods. The demand to finance illegal imports is for either prohibited

or highly taxed goods which are smuggled into the country.

The portfolio motive is believed to be strong in high inflation

economies, where real interest rates are very low, and where considerable

uncertainty over economic policies prevails. In these situations foreign

currency holdings represent a safeguard against domestic currency
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depreciation. Portfolio diversification through parallel markets may also take

place as a result of restrictions on private capital outflows through the

official market. The capital mobility regulations can be avoided more easily

in the parallel market.

Lavout of the thesis:

The basic obiective of the thesis is to model a small open economy

with a sizeable parallel market for foreign exchange. Among the issues we

would like to investigate are the behaviour of the parallel market premium

under three alternative exchange rate policy systems: a managed flexible

rate, a floating exchange rate, and a fixed exchange rate system. Also we

would like to investigate the relationship between the parallel market

premium and real official rate misalignment, and to explain how the parallel

market premium responds to anticipated and unanticipated shocks.

The economy we model is characterized by the following general features:

(1) The economy produces two goods, home-made goods which heavily

depend on imported inputs, and intermediate export goods which are not

used for domestic consumption.

(2) The foreign exchange market is characterized Oy ottícial exchange
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markets which are controlled by the authorities, and an illegal parallel

market whose exchange rate is fully determined by supply and demand

for foreign currency in the parallel market.

(3) The only sources of foreign currency to the economy are export revenue

and national workers' remittances from abroad2.

(4) Demand for foreign currency stems from demand for imports (which

consist of production inputs and consumption goodÉ) and demand for

foreign currency for private asset diversification purposes (or portfolio-

balance purposes).

(5) There is no effective official capital market in this economy; as a result,

the interest rate doesn't have any role as a monetary instrument in this

economy.

The first chapter of the thesis aims to review recent theoretical and

empirical analysis of parallel markets in developing countries and examines

key policy issues related to these markets. The first section of this chapter

2/ Foreign aid could also be taken as additional source of foreign
currency. Since , in most situations, it is very temporary source of foreiln
currency we do not consider it as a major component of foreign currency
inflow.
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highlights two major modelling approaches, real trade models and portfolio-

balance models- Section two reviews some policy issues faced by countries

with a sizable parallel currency market. The analysis in this section focuses,

in particular, on the role of nominal devaluation as an instrument to reduce

the spread between the official and parallel rates, and on strategies for

unifying official and parallel markets.

In the second chapter of the thesis, we set up a theoretical model

using the portfolio-balance approach3, that describes a small open economy

with an active parallel market for foreign exchange.

The third chapter deals with theoreticalanalysis of the model, focusing

in particular on the response of the economy to exogenous shocks such as

an official exchange rate devaluation or a fall in workers' remittances.

In chapter four, we extend the theoreticat anatyéis of the model to
i

tackle issues such as official exchange rate misalignment, unification of

official and parallel market rates, and devaluation-inflation cycle phenomena.

3/Portfotio-balance models are the class of models that take into account
the portfolio diversification motive as part of demand for foreign currencies
in the parallel market.
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In chapter five, the model has been applied to Sudanese data to test

the reliability of some basic assumptions of the model and to indicate the

major determinants of the parallel market rate. I

The final chapter summarizes the basic findings of our research and

outlines future research extensions of the model.
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Chapter'l

Literature review

There are two major approaches of modelling the parallel market for

foreign exchange: real trade models, and the portfolio-balance approach" ln

the first part of this chapter we show the equilibrium parallel market rate

determination in real trade models based on the approach of de Macedo

(1987), and Pitt (1984), and then in the second part we give a brief

description of the portfolio-balance approach, which is followed by a review

of some of the empirical literature on parallel markets for foreign exchange.

Real trade mociels:

In determining the equilibrium parallel market premium, real trade

models focus on the interaction of supply and demand for foreign currency

in the parallel market. The demand for foreign currency ís viewed as arising

from the demand to purchase illegal imports and the supply of foreign

currency originates from smuggled exports or under-invoiced exports.

Sheikh (1976), Martin and Panagarya (1984), Pitt (1984), and Macedo (1987)

emphasize the role of smuggling and under-invoicing of exports as the main

sources of supply, whereas Culbertson (1975) focuses on the resale of

foreign currency from the official market to the parallel market. This class of
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models stresses the impact of high trade taxes on parallel market premia

and on smuggling activities. As shown by Branson and Macedo (1gg9) an

importer has an incentive to smuggle if it is profitabte to avoid high tariffs

and to purchase foreign currency at the parallel market rate, even after

allowing for the possibility of the risk of being detected. In other words, an

importer has an incentive to smuggle if the expected revenue from avoiding

tariff payment is greater than the expected cost that res,ults from purchase

of foreign currency at higher (higher than the official rate) paraltel market

rates and he faces a risk of being detected by customs enforcement.

Similarly an exporter tends to smuggle out exports when the expected

revenue from smuggling, which is the excess of parallel market rate over the

official rate, weighted by the probability of success in smuggling, is greater

than the export subsidy (the opportunity cost of smuggling).

Accordingly, in real trade models smuggled imports represent the flow

demand for foreign currency in the parallel market, whil-e successfully

smuggled exports provide the flow supply. The long-run,êquilibrium parallel

market rate in these models is determined by assuming that in the long-run

legal imports equal legal exports, and smuggled exports pay for the

smuggled imports. When we impose the long-run equilibrium condition the

resulting equilibrium parallel market premium can be expressed as a

function of import tariff and export subsidies.
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Real trade models differ markedly from the class of models applied to

the case of foreign exchange controls (portfolio-balance models). The

determination of the parallel exchange rate in real trade models does not

depend on the assumption of foreign exchange controls. A model of

smuggling, in which a tariff alone is sufficient to result in coexistence of

smuggling and legal trade, may imply that rationing of foreign exchange is

not necessary for the coexistence of a parallel market and legal foreign

exchange transactions. Some legal trade may be necessary for smuggling

to occur.

The questions raised are: how can there be active legal and parallel

markets for foreign exchange with a price differential? lf the legal exchange

rate were less than the parallel market rate, why would any exporter trade

legally with foreign exchange earning less than in the parallel market? In

response to these questions, P¡tt (1984) explains that legal transactions hide

illegal activities from detection and thereby reduce the costs associated with

them. For example by declaring a positive value at customs for a taxed

export, firms are choosing to convert part of their foreign exchange earnings

at the inferior, legal, effective (tax inclusive) exchange rate so as to reduce

the costs of smuggling and to convert the undeclared and illegal value of

export at the higher and tax-free parallel market exchange rate.
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Equilibrium parallel market premium:

In order to determine the equilibrium parallel market premium in real

trade models we need first to specify the amount of illegal imports that

maximizes the profit of private importers at a given import tariff and also the

amount of smuggled exports that maximizes a profit function of private

exporters. The equilibrium parallel market premium is then determined as the

premium level that equates the flow demand and flow supply of foreign

currency in the parallel market, as well as maintaining equilibrium in the

official market (legal export equaling legal imports). lt is important to keep

in mind that the existence of equilibrium in the official market is taken as an

assumption, but none of the real trade models investigated the conditions

under which this assumption is valld. Using the works oi p¡tt (1984), and de

Macedo (1987), in the following sections we derive the optimal choices of

trading firms, that maximize net revenue functions which consist of tegal and

illegal trading activities.

The importer:

The obiective of each importer is to choose the amount of import to

be smuggled as well as the amount to be traded through legal channels,

given that the risk of being detected is a positive function of the ratio of

smuggled imports to legal imports. We denote the smuggled imports bV 1",

and the legal imports by 1.. ln the first case the importer buys the foreign
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exchange in the parallel market at a rate b, and faces a probability (1 - Z) ot

being detected, and in that case the amount l, is conf¡sc'ated. In the second

case, the importer pays import tariff t, (ad valorem) but obtains the foreign

exchange at the official exchange rate, e, which is lower than the paraltel

market rate.

Denoting the domestic price of imports by p,, and the foreign price of

imports by P",, the net revenue function of a typical importer can be

expressed as the difference between total revenue in domestic currency [p,(1.

+ l.)l,and the total cost of imports when imports are funded through the

official market [eP', l. (1+t,)], and through the parallel market (bp., l,),

weighted by the probabilities of detection and success in smugglingr or

(1.1) NRFAplrt*t) - qp; L0 +tì - bp; tJ+( _Qlp,rL_ ep; rL(1 +t)_bpi tJ

It is assumed that the probability of success in smuggling imports is

negatively related to the smuggling ratio (UU, so that,

z= 4þ for Zt<O

Denoting the smuggled ratio (l*llr) by

terms of imported goods valued at the

/

writing the profit function in

exchange rate (i.e., dividing

V,, and

official
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equat¡on (1.1) by " P.,) then equation (1.1) can be reduced:

(1.2) NR; =l4,lr* fr¡"- (1 * t)lr- nlJ

where

NR,
NFI* = Jt

eP;

E'
-ltEr- t

t l- 

-
eP;

b
E=-t

e

Assuming strict concavity of the net revenue function (1.21, and

differentiating it with respect to l" and l' the first-order conditionsa yield:

(1.3) æ11 - E) = n

o/ The second-order condition for a maximum is shown as:

or

*wn¡ ,zzt Z"V,-

Ë=t|*j{.t 
ír z"<o

d(ruÆJ ,zztvrz z"vf.
Ë
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ZPt =Z'Vf,*bP;

(1.4) Þ,71 *z'n',1 =1*tt

(1.4)' Pt = PtZV,E, * eP;(1 * t)

(1.3)',

and

where

or

- ôZV,C, = - '

AVZ
,,= 

+

It is clear from equation (1.3), thatZ must be such that t, <1.

Conditions (1.3) and (1.4) state that the revenue to be earned from

selling an additional unit, be it illegal trade or legal, is just equal to the

additional cost. As indicated by equation (1.3)'the marginal revenue from

smuggling an additional unit of import is the domestic plice weighted by the

probability of success in smuggling (Zp,), and the marginal cost is the

additional risk associated with smuggling (Z'v, p,) plus the cost of foreign

currency from the parallel market (bp'r). In equation (1 .al1 me marginal
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revenue is the domestic price (P,), while the marginal cost includes the

opportunity cost of trading through legal channels (PTZVTEJ and the tariff-

inclusive world price valued at the official exchange rate (eP',(1+t,)).

Etiminating Z! Írom (1.3) and (1.4) and solving for the equilibrium domestic

price we get:

Denoting

P,=riî.ffi"r;

|a¡,=Ft' 1**,L=9"

then,

Equation (1.5) indicates that the domestic price mark-up óver the world

price is a weighted average of the tariff and the premium, with the weight on

the tariff falling as the smuggling ratio increases.

The exporter:

The choice problem of the exporting firm can be analyzed in a similar

set up. Net revenue consists of total revenue from sales at the official rate
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after tax payment [eX.P'-(1-t,.)] and revenue at the paraltel market rate

(bZX,P.*), minus total export cost in domestic currency [p*(X. + X,_)]:

(1.6) NR, = IãþP; * XpFi1 -t) - PÁX" * XJI

As before, we define the net revenue of the exporter in units of import

goods valued at the official rate (dividing equation (1.6) by ep',),to get:

0.n NR; = r l,ZæX"* Xt(1 - t*) - FÁX" i X)l

where

The first order conditions' are again solved by differentiating (1.7)

with respect to X" and Xr, [keeping in mind that Z = Z(X"DU]. They are

'/ The second-order conditions are shown as:

t ='i F-- F*

F; ^ eP;

&NR*-tZzt -Z"Vrl.o if ztt<o*3=lxL xL¡ -

&NR* 
= ¡Z'v* * úr" r.o if ztt <oax, -L xL - 4--" " ¿
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given by

or

and

(1.8) Z"l1 - E,l = F*

(1.8)', äP; =ZbP; E,*F*

(1.e) t(1 - t) -"vlz,1=p*

(1.9)' eP)=[ep] t**Zbp;V,g, * FS

vyhere V_-X" , =-ðZV*"*- Xr, t*--aVZ

or

It is important to realize that the optimization condition in equation (1.g)

imposes the restriction that (* <1 for p, >0.

Again, conditions (1.8) and (1.9) respectively state that the marginal

revenue from selling an additional unit through smuggling and legal trade

williust equalthe marginal cost. In equation (t.a)/the marginal revenue from
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smuggl¡ng an additional unit is equal to the world price of export valued at

the parallel market rate weighted by the probability of success in smuggling

(ZbP',.). The marginal cost includes the additional risk associated with the

additional smuggling (bP'-Zt V*¡ plus the domestic price of exported goods

paid to domestic producers (P.). In equation (1.S)/the marginal revenue from

selling an additional unit of export revenue through legal channels is equal

to the wortd price (valued at the official exchange rate) eP',. The marginal

cost includes the additional tax payment eP',t* and the cost of domestic

price P, plus the opportunity cost of trading through legal channel (bP'*V,Z€,).

Equilibrium determination:

ldentifying smuggled imports as flow demand for foreign currency in

the parallel market and the undetected smuggled exports as flow supply of

foreign currency, the first-order conditions can be used to determine the

equilibrium parallel market premium. Eliminating Ë, in âquations (1.3) and

(1.4) and solving for the parallel market premium yields:

(1 +f)(1 -Eìz
F - ztfr)

or, in more compact form:
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(1.10) 7r =(1 * t)flW f'(V).O

Where

\w= (1 - Etz

F - ztvh

similarly from (1.8) and (1.9) (etiminating p 
_):

(1 - f,)

141 -E)*vlZ1

or in more compact form,

(1.II) rc =(1 - t-)ç{V) e'(V)rO'

Where

q(v) =

141 - e) * vfz'1

In long-run equilibrium, legal exports equal legal imports, and undetected

smuggled exports equaltotalsmuggled imports. Using this condition and the

definition of the terms of trade we get:
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(1.I2) rX¿= l,

(1-13) t Xr/= l"

Dividing equat¡on (1.12) by (1.13) we obtain a relationship between V* and V,:

(1.I4) v, = zv*

Equation (1.14) indicates that export smuggling ratio (v_) is larger

than the import smuggling ratio (v,). This is because detected smuggled

exports are confiscated before they can be exchanged for smuggled imports.

By totally differentiating (1 .10), (1.1 1), and (1.14) and denoting the percentage

change by ^ over a variable, we obtain the parallel markât premium change

as a function of change in import tariff and export tax rates:

(I.15) fi = r, î** ,"î,

where.
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See appendix A for derivation of equation (1.1S).
/

The equilibrium parallel market rate as represented by equation (1.1S)

can also be derived diagrammatically. Since Z(0) =1, then from (1.10) and

(1.11) it can be verified that when V, =0 then f(0)=1. Also when V, =0 then

<P(0)=1. Therefore equations (1.10) and (1.11) produce the fottowing diagrams.

FiE l-a Fig 1-b

(t-Lxl

In order to combine the two diagrams we substitute équation (1.14) into

equation (1.10) to get:
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(1.16) rú=('l +t)fl,,zu)

From (1.11) and (1.16) we derive the equilibrium parallel market premium

diagrammatically:

(ì +üs)

(\ -tx)

Fig(1-c):The parallel market premium in long-run equilibrium

vt

¿- "r'r"

In the figure above, the xx locus slopes upward from 1-t, and the ll
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locus slopes downward from 1+t, . They intersect at E. An increase in import

tariff (for a given export tax rate) increases the parallel market demand for

foreign currency by shifting the ll curve to l'tt, which results in a rise in the

premium. An increase in export tax (for a given import tariff) increases the

supply of foreign currency to the parallel market by shiffing the xx curve to

xtx", which results in the premium falling. Thus higher trade taxes induce

smuggling, but their effect on the parallel market premium depends on

whether they affect supply or demand for foreign currency in the parallel

market.

Real trade models provide a useful analytical framework for analyzing

the impact of trade restrictions (as distinct trå. foreign exchange controls)

on the parallel market rate. The basic limitation of real trade models is that

they explain the equilibrium parallel market premium exclusively from the

perspective of trade restrictions, as implied by equation (1.15). In reality it is

not always the case that the only reason that private agents demand foreign

currency in the parallel market is because they want to smuggle imports.

Real trade models ignore the portfolio motive that has been identified, in

many developing countries, as an important component of foreign currency

demand in the parallel market.
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The portfolio asset approach:

In countries where domestic inflation is rising and real interest rates

are low, foreign currencies are viewed as the most secure assets that

insulate the effect of inflation on wealth. As a result, a loss of confidence in

domestic currency gives rise to demand for foreign currency as a store of

value, and in some cases as a means of exchange. In portfolio asset models,

it is assumed that private wealth consists of domestic money and foreign

currency. The proportion of wealth that is desired to,be held by private

agents in foreign currency units is determined as an increasing function of

the expected depreciation of the parallel market rate. Private capital

transactions through the official market (commercial banks and other related

official institutions) are usually assumed to be not significant. Therefore the

official current account balance is equal to the change in central bank

reserves, which together with an exogenously determined rate of domestic

credit, determines the change in domestic money supply.

The flow supply of foreign currency to the parallel market usually

derives from under-invoicing export revenue, or export smuggling, and the

flow demand for foreign currency in the parallel market arises from the

demand for illegal imports. In some portfolio models (Lizondo 1987, Kharas

and Pinto 1989, Pinto 1991) under-invoicing is assumed to be exogenous, but
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when endogenous as in (Kamin 1993) it is determined as a positively related

function of the parallel market rate premium. The risk of detection of under-

invoiced exports is assumed to rise as the size of under-invoiced export

revenue rises. As a result, the share of under-invoiced export revenue

increases with an increase in the parallel market premium, but at a

diminishing rate.

In the short-run, the parallel market rate changes so as to equate the

desired stock of foreign currency with the existing stock of foreign currency,

but in the long'run the parallel market rate changes so as to maintain

equilibrium in the portfolio asset and private current account balance.

The general prediction that can be derived from this ctass of models

is that, if the domestic money supply increases above the level desired by

private agents, the parallel market rate rises, and under a fixed official

exchange rate system the premium rises too. The rising premium induces

higher amounts of under-invoicing (Kamin 1993) and therefore a fall in
official reserves. As the central bank eventually runs out of foreign currency

reserves, the portfolio asset models predict a balance of payment crisis and

a collapse of the fixed exchange rate policy.

one striking feature of this class of models is that, with forward-
I
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looking behaviour, the paraller exchange rate changes in advance of

domestic currency devaluation. News of an impending devaluation is

associated with expectations that the parallel exchange rate will depreciate.

Foreign assets therefore look more attractive in the short-run, inducing

capital flight and raising the premium immediately. The premium then falls

when the devaluation occurs; when it falls by the full amount of the official

depreciation (because much of the parallel exchange rate change has already

taken place) the long-run premium level will be restored. As a result, it is

often suggested that one shot devaluations have little long-term effect on the

premium.
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Empirical literature review

Devaluation and parallel market premia:

The belief that once-and-for-all devaluation of the official exchange

rate may permanently improve the official current account balance has been

questioned in many developing countries (Edwards 1gB9). The argument

underlying the pro-devaluation view is that the devaluation induces more

export as foreign currency becomes more expensive in terms of domestic

currency units and more export revenue may be channelted through the

official exchange market. Indeed, the impact of devaluation on the official

current account is more complex than the partial equilibrium-setting

conclusion stated above. In portfolio-asset models, demand for foreign

assets is an increasing function of the expected change in the parallel

market rate. As a result, the impact of devaluation on the official current

account balance is affected by many factors: The responsiveness of the

parallel market rate to a change in the official rate, the elasticity of demand

for foreign assets due to a change in the expected parallel market rate, and

the responsiveness of domestic inflation to a change in parallel and official

market rates. Therefore, the argument about the impact of devaluation

cannot be answered unless we have considered all these factors. and

whether the devaluation is anticipated or not.
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The portfolio-asset models, in fact, provide a very useful analytical

framework for the macroeconomic impact of devaluation in many developing

countries. lf, for example, devaluation is anticipated, it raises the anticipated

parallel market rate, and that generates a speculative attack on foreign

currency in the parallel market, which in turn raises the actual parallel

market rate, or the parallel market premium under a fixed exchange rate

system. The rising premium induces more under-invoicing of export revenue,

and the officially recorded export revenue declines as a result. When

devaluation is implemented, the premium and under-invoicing fall and

officially recorded export revenue recovers, partly beoause of the falling

premium level.

Empirical results of sixty devaluation episodes in developing countries

described by Kamin (1988), show that prior to devaluations, the official

reserve level deteriorate sharply. lmmediately following the devaluation,

official exports recover strongly and the official current account improves

(contrary to what a J'curve model would predict), while official imports

continue to fall but at a slower pace, recovering sharply after the second

year following devaluation.
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The situation is different in a crawling peg system6. According to

Kharas and Pinto (1989), the relationship between the steady state premium

and the rate of the official exchange rate devaluation is ambiguous, as it

depends on whether the elasticity of domestic currency demand to the

official exchange rate change is greater or less than unity. lf the elasticity is

less than unity, an increase in the official rate (depreciation) lowers the

steady state parallel market premium, as the corresponding fall in demand

for domestic currency (and thereby the depreciation in,the parallel market

rate) is less than the depreciation of the official exchange rate. When the

elasticity is equal to unity the steady state premium is unaffected by the

change in the official rate depreciation. As a result, the impact of devaluation

on the parallel market premium is ambiguous, depending on whether we

consider a fixed exchange rate or a crawling peg system.

Cross-country empirical evidence (Kiguel and O'Connell, lgg5) shows

that, without supporting monetary and fiscal policies, devaluation of the

official rate has only a short-term impact on the parallel market premium.

Figures (1-d) and (1-e) show the impact of official rate devaluations on the

parallel market premium in the Sudan and Turkey in the 1980s. In the case

of the Sudan the official authorities resorted to a series of official

t/ An exchange rate is said to be "pegged" if the official authorities
accept an obligation to prevent the separation between the parallel market
rate and the official rate from exceeding certain specified amount.
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devaluations without appropriate macroeconomic policies. As a result, after

each devaluation episode, the premium felltemporarily (by less and less with

each episode) and re-emerged shortly after the devaluation, even stronger

than before. In the case of Turkey, a package of supporti¡g macroeconomic

policies (budget deficit reduction policies and adoption of a crawling peg,

with gradual removal of all foreign exchange restrictions) accompanied the

new exchange rate policy.As indicated in figure (1-e), the end result was

success in stabilizing the parallel market premium at a very low level.
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Unification of foreign exchange markets:

From the past experiences of some developing countries, we can

distinguish two types of unification. Full unification refers to the adoption of

a single exchange rate for all external transactions, with full convertibility of

the domestic currency in terms of foreign currencies (as well as foreign

assets). Partial unification refers to the adoption of a single exchange rate

for all current account transactions while maintaining restrictions on the

capital account transactions.

Kiguel and O'Connell (1995) point out that the decision of full

unification in many Latin American countries in the mid and late 1980s was

not part of a well planned strategy but instead occurred as a response to

high inflation and a rising premia. Venezuela in 1989 unified its exchange

rate system by adopting a floating exchange rate system, when the premium

was cfose to 2OOT", and the balance of payments was severely disarrayed.

In Mexico, the unification policy was adopted following the stock market

crash of October 1987, in the face of accelerating inflation and a rapidly

depreciating parallel exchange rate. In 1g8g, Argentina resorted to a

unification policy by floating its exchange rate to, controt explosive

hyperinflation and deteriorating official reserves.
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In countries with strong exchange controls and highly distorted

economies, unification tends to be a long process. ln Turkey, for example,

it took nearly a decade beginning in 1980 with a series of devaluations

accompanied by macroeconomic policies that aimed at easing the foreign

exchange restrictions. The process was completed in tégg, and since then

the parallel market for foreign exchange has essentially disappeared. In

Ghana the reform process began in 1983, and included monetary and fiscal

restraint with the adoption of a more flexible exchange rate system, and

gradual relaxation of import controls. As a result, the system which once

consisted of an active parallel market for foreign exchange has turned into

an economy with an almost negligible parallel market activity for foreign

exchange.

Unification attempts by Sudan in 1979 and then in 1992 failed due to

the inconsistency of monetary and fiscal policies with the unification policy.

In 1979, the government tried to unify its foreign exchange market as part of

a so-called liberalization and stabilization program. The government shifted

a growing number of transactions from the fixed official market to the more

flexible legal market rate in an attempt to undermine the role of the illegal

parallel market rate. In 1992, prompted by rising inflation and deteriorating

official reserves (beside a mounting international financial blockade), the

authorities decided to adopt an overnight floating exchange rate policy by
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taking the initial illegal parallel market rate as the initial unified exchange

rate. But soon the floating policy resulted in high inflation and massive

capital flight from the country. As a result, the floating policy was abandoned

in 1993. The failure of the unification experience in Sudan is quite consistent

with the prediction of the portfolio-balance models (Lizondo 1982, pinto

1991). When a country is facing an expanding fiscal deficit and limited

official reserves, the behaviour of the floating exchange rate depends upon

expectations regarding the reform process. lf private agents are aware of the

official reserves limitations, then prior to and after the flexible exchange

policy they will shift into foreign currency accumulation in anticipation of an

unsustainable new exchange rate policy. The additional demand for foreign

currency plus the excessive increase in the domestic money supply both will

create upward pressure on the exchange rate and domþstic inflation. The

success of unification depends on whether the government has enough

resources to support the floating exchange policy during the post unification

period. lf the government is facing limited reserves and there is an

expanding fiscal deficit that results in a continuous increase in domestic

money supply, unification of official and parallel market rates is not likely to

be maintained for long.

This conclusion is quite consistent with the findings of Roberts (1g8g)

who reported that the countries which failed to sustain the floating exchange
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policy were those which failed to control their monetary policy. He recorded

also that the parallel market rate rose substantially before the reform of the

exchange system and then fell in all countries following the exchange

reform, but a significant premium reemerged subsequently in those

countries where domestic money growth could not be kept under control.

Conclusion:

Two different modelling approaches of parallel market for foreign

exchange have been outlined. Real trade approacfr máOels focus on the

interaction of supply and flow demand for foreign currency in the parallel

market. The supply and the flow demand for foreign currency in this class

of models are due to export and import smuggling which are motivated by

high trade taxes in the official market. On the other hand, the portfolio-

balance models differ from real trade models by taking into account the

portfolio-asset diversification motive of demand for foreign currency. In this

class of models private agents demand foreign currency in the parallel

market because they want to smuggle import goods (for which foreign

currency is restricted at the official market) as well as to keep foreign

currency as a best alternative choice of saving opportunity. As a result, the

portfolio-balance models add stock demand for foreign currency in the

parallel market, beside the flow demand for foreign currency which is due to

import smuggling.
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One major distinction between the results of the two classes of

models is that, even when trade taxes are very low portfolio-balance models

do not rule out the existence of parallel market activities for foreign

exchange, as long as there are foreign exchange restrictions in the official

market. Therefore, contrary to real trade models, the portfolio-balance

models predict that removal of trade restrictions are ncit sutticient enough

to eliminate parallel market activities.
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Appendix A

By totally differentiating (10), (11), and (14) to get:

@Ð dæ = (1 * t)f'dVt* fdtt

(aZ) dæ = (1 - t*)qtdV*- pdt*

(a4 dVt = ZdV* * VrZtdV,

Substituting (a3) into (a1),

(a4) dæ = (1 + t,)ftlZ*ZtV*ldV** f dtt

Solving for dV* from (a2), and substituting it into (a4) we get:

(aÐ dnl1- yl = .t sdt*+ fdtt for y : 
#Ut-EJ.o

Using the relations from equations (10), and (11),
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@ = lE - f = E' (1-t)' (1+f)

and substituting into equation (a5), we get

(a6) dn = ,=, . .=d".. - ,1--:t,îc (1 -r)(1 -fJ (1 -y)(1 +f,)

(a4 fi=rrtr+ørt,

where

or

,,= (lh-.o o,.=iio fr=@, î,= 
(J_-Lr,), 

î,=&
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Chapter 2

A portfolio-balance model

lntroduction:

In this chapter a theoretical model has been set up to analyze the

dynamics of a less developed economy characterized by dual foreign

exchange markets: an official exchange rate, that is controlled and set by the

government, and an unofficial but active (parallel) market exchange rate, In

many respects the model can be seen as an extension of the framework

developed by Kamin (1993), and Kharas and Pinto (1989), which provides an

essential reference for the analysis of a small open economy with a sizable

parallel market for foreign exchange. This model includes four major

changes to the Kharas and Pinto (1989) model:

(a) An endogenously determined export under-invoicing fun-ction has been

included in the model. This function plays a crucial rolÊ in determining the

dynamics of current account balances (or net foreign currency asset

accumulation) in both private and official markets.

(b) The official current account has been modelled explicitly rather than

excluding its role in the analysis by assuming it equal to zero .
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(c) Private sector imports have been extended to include consumer goods,

beside production inputs, rather than restricting private sector imports to

production inputs.

(d) Finally, in order to include all sources of foreign currency inflow to the

economy, national workers' rem ittances f rom abroad (alternatively, forei gn

currency revenue from tourism), have been included in the model beside

export revenue.

In our setting the model consists of six sections. Section one

describes the government sector and foreign exchange markets. Section two

deals with portfolio-asset allocation. In section three we tackle the

production sector and domestic inflation determinants.,,Sections four and

five, respectively, deal with the official current account and the private

current account balances. The final section includes the dynamics of

domestic money growth.

The discussion in the first section aims to show briefly the structure

of foreign exchange markets and the foreign exchange policies that induce

a parallel market for foreign currency activities. Section two aims to identify

the portfolio composition of the private sector's wealth and shows how the
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parallel market rate responds to changes in private wealth composition and

vice-versa. The portfolio-balance implies that the dome6tic currency value

of the stock of foreign currency is equal at each instant to a desired

proportion of private wealth. Section three derives the equilibrium under-

invoiced export revenue and the equilibrium production inputs, as well as

domestic inflation determinants.

Using results derived in section three, the official current account

balance in section four is specified as the difference between total foreign

currency inflow and the outflow in the official market. The inflow consists of

export revenue and workers' remittances that are channelled to the official

market, and the outflow consists of government imports and foreign

currency bought in the official market for private sector imports. The private

current account balance in section five is equal to the difference between

total foreign currency inflow and the outflow in the parallel market. The

inflow consists of under-invoiced export revenue and workers' remittances

that are channelled to the parallel market. The outftow on the other hand,

includes all unofficial private sector imports, plus penalty costs due to iltegal

foreign currency transactions in the parallel market. An alternative and more

tractable approach of identifying the private current account balance is by

subtracting from the overall current account the current account transactions

taking place in the official market.

It is important to realize that these specifications of official and private
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current account balances implicitly assume that all penalties due to illegal

foreign currency transactions in the parallel market return to the private

sector and to the parallel market again in a form of bribes and the cost of

fake documents. This assumption is just for simplification; it does not

change any of the results of the model.

The final section of the model specifies the evolution of domestic

money supply. The growth in domestic money supply consists of

exogenously determined domestic credit growth, plus changes in official

reserves (or official current account balance).

The Model:

Government sector and foreign exchange policy:

In the economic environment that we are modelling, we assume that

the government spends only on imported goods including interest payments

on past foreign debts. The government buys foreign currencies from the

private sector at the official exchange rate, e (domestic currencies per one

unit of foreign currency). The government funds its spending parily by tax

revenue and partly by printing new money (or borrowing from the central

bank). tt is also assumed that shortage of foreign currencies requires the

domestic government to ration the available foreign currencies to meet

priority needs. As a result, the government imposes import quotas to restrict
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the use of foreign currencyt.

The government gets its foreign currency from two sources, a (1-Q)

portion of the total private sector export revenue (P*X), and a (1-0) portion of

the total inflow of national workers remittances' (K) from abroad (assuming

the country is a labour exporting country). There is n<í foreign aid to the

country. Part of the foreign currency channelled to the government is sold

to the private sector at the official exchange rate, e, to import goods

specified under the import quota policy, and the other part is used for

government imports (G). Due to overvaluation of the official exchange rate

(represented by exchange controls in the official markets) there is a paraltet

market for foreign exchange, with an exchange rate, b, higher than the

t/ To d¡stinguish between the motives of foreign currency demand in real
trade models versus the portfolio-balance models, it is important to realize
that in real trade models the existence of high tariffs is, the main cause of
demand for foreign currency in the parallel market even when there are no
import restrictions in the official market. On the other hand, portfolio-balance
models emphasize the existence of foreign exchange restrictions and import
controls in the official market as the main motive for foreign currency
demand in the parallel market.

t/ However, Pitt (1984) has shown that the foreign exchange controls and
current account restrictions are not necessary conditions for the existence
of a parallel for foreign exchange. The existence of high tariffs and low risk
of penalty due to illegal trade activities is sufficient to induce illegal foreign
currency activities. On the other hand, Agenor (1992) explained that trade
restrictions could be the main factor in low income countries. Capitat
controls - often motivated by recurrent balance of payment difficulties - are
the primary factors in middle income countries.
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official rate. e.

The demand for foreign currencies in the parallel ríarket mainly arises

to pay for private sector imports, either because they are illegal commodities

(not allowed accord¡ng to the import quota policy) or due to a shortage of

foreign currency in the official market. Also demand for foreign currency in

the parallel market arises as a result of private sector demand for portfolio

assets ( the stock of foreign currency held as part of a diversified portfolio

of assets). Since there is no effective capital market in the economy, we

assume that the portfolio assets consist of domestic money (M) and foreign

currency units (F), and domestic money is exchanged for foreign currency

at the parallel market rate b.

The supply of foreign currency in the parallel market constitutes the

under-invoiced exports revenue (OP-x) and a portion (e) of workers

remittances (K) surrendered to the parallel market at the exchange rate b.

t/ In some other models McDonald (1985), Gulati (1988) the over-invoicing
of imports has been stressed as a source of supply of foreign currency. lt
should be noted, however, that the incentive for over-invoicing of imports
exists only when the tariff rate on imported goods is sufficienfly lower than
the parallel market premium. In a country with high tariff barriers, the price
incentive is for under-invoicing of imports rather than for over-invoicing - the
one exception is the case of capital goods imports, for which tariffs are
generally lower than average, or even zero. lt consequently appears likely
that under-invoicing of exports is the single major sburce of unofficial
currency supply from illegal trade.
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We assume that the probability (Z) of detecting under-invoiced export

revenue is a linear function of the degree of foreign exchange diversion (or

parallef market participation rate) Q or 0. For simplicity Z will be þt2 and 012,

respectivelyto. When a foreign currency transaction is detected in the

parallel market, the penalty is to confiscate the whole amount of foreign

currency.

Total private sector imports

goods (1"), and private imports of

(l) consist of private imports of consumer

production inputs (lo) {or | = l" +lo).

Portfolio-balance:

Demand for foreign currency in the parallel market has been viewed

from two perspectives, stock demand and flow demand for foreign currency.

The flow demand arises mainly because of demand for imports, white stock

demand arises because of loss of confidence in the domestic currency, fears

about inflation and increasing taxation, and low real domestic interest rates.

As a result, foreign currency would be seen as a means of acquiring and

hoarding wealth. /

tol The result of the analysis
unknown constant instead of the

will not be affected even if we take an
coefficient 0.5 .
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Nominal financial wealth of private sector, H, consists of two non-

interest-bearing assets, domestic money M, and foreign money F. lt is

assumed that foreign residents don't hold domestic money, so the entire

stock of domestic money is held by the domestic private sector. Given that

domestic money is exchanged for foreign money in the parallel market only,

at the exchange rate b, then nominal wealth can be expressed as:

(2.1) 17=M*bF

Following Dornbusch (1983) it is assumed that the fraction of wealth

that the private sector desires to hold in foreign money, denoted by L , is an

increasing function of the expected depreciation of the parallel market rate.

Using the perfect foresight assumption (Edwards 1989, K.¡min 1988, Lizondo

1987) then À is an increasing function of the actual depreciation of the

parallel market rate (I = À( È )) . In equilibrium the desired holdings of foreign

money À(.)H are equal to the existing stock of foreign money bF. We use this

condition to replace H in equation (2.1), so that:

uE^ -**n, (}<À<l
]'(b)

Of'
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(2-z',) 6 = 0 -¡,(,øl) ,, À/ro
]'(b)

Alternatively, equation (2.2) can be expressed more compactlv âs,

(2-3) M = ú(b)bF q"*O for q

For analytical purposes it is more convenient to put the parallel market

rate depreciation in terms of the depreciation in the parallel market premium

and the official exchange rate change, or à = 'Ê + ê, so that

(2-g)' M = ú(ñ, * ê)bF for gt<O

='l -À
À,

Dividing both sides of equation

(2.4)

(2.3)'by the official exchange rate,

rn=ù(i *QnF ú/*0

Where m = M/e, n - ble. Equation (2.4) represents the portfolio-balance or

the asset market equilibrium conditiontl. tt indicates that the higher the rate

of depreciation of the parallel market rate, the lower is the ratio of domestic

money to the domestic currency value of foreign currency (M/bF or

ttlA slightly different version of the portfolio asset equation (2.4), was
originally suggested by Dornbusch (1983) and later used by Lizondo (1987),
Kamin (1988), Kharas and Pinto (1989), Pinto (1991), Edwards (1989).
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equ¡valently m/nF).

The objective in the remaining sections of the model is to specify

equations describing the evolution of the two assets, M and F, held in the

private sector's portfolio. To do so we need to model the production sector

first, to specify the equilibrium choice of a typical firm (as a producer) in

deciding the proportions of export revenue to be allocated to the parallel

market versus the official market.

Domestic production and inflation:

The economy is described as a small open economy which produces

two types of goods: home goods which are domestically consumed, and

export goods (intermediate products) which are not for domestic

consumption. The production of home goods (y) is determined by two

factors: labour (Lr) and imported inputs (1").

In the labour market, we assume that there is a substa-ntial amount of

unemployment (U), and money wages are assumed to be the same across

the export sector and home goods sector. Given that there is a large amount

of unemployment, domestic nominal wages (W) are insénsitive to variation

in the unemployment rate, U.

Home goods (Y) are produced by a Cobb-Douglas production function

using imported inputs, lo and labour Lu:
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v<t]-" t; O<a<1

Export production is determined as a linearly homogenous function of labour

only:

X=L*

The domestic price of imports will be the same whether purchased

from a legal importer with access to official foreign exchange or from dollars

purchased in parallel market, and equal to its marginal cost, the parallel

market rate, b.

Private agents as producers face a decision of determining the

proportion (0) of foreign currency from export revenue (P',.X) that is to be

exchanged at the parallel market rate and the proportion (1-O) to be

exchanged at the official rate, as well as the amount of labour to be allocated

for export sector and home goods sector, and also the amount of production

inputs to be imported (lo).

The decision of allocating export revenue between official and parallel

market exchange rates depends on the parallel market rate premium (or r
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=ble\12, as well as on the risk of penalty which itself depends on the size of

the export revenue to be under-invoiced.

In the following, equation (2.5) represents the net revenue function of

a firm (or private agents as producers). The firm's obiective is to maximize

its revenue, which consists of revenue from home goods production (PrY)

plus revenue from export goods P',X [bO + e(1 - Q)], minrlrs total cost, which

consists of the expected penalty due to under-invoicing (ZbOP',X), and the

total cost of private imports (bP'rl), as well as labour cost [W(L- + Ç)1.

The production decision of the private agents as producers, therefore,

is represented by the following optimization problem:

(2.5) Max IP|Y+ fiP]X* e(l -ô)P;X - 4ÐP; Wx- bqi ("* Q - w{L,* L)l

subject to:

kt;-"1;, z=*, X=L*" I 
"Lx" 

Ly >{), O<ô<'l

ttl in fact, n = ble is equal to the premium plus one, but referring to the
ratio æ = ble as parallel market premium is a commonplace in the literature
of dual exchange markets, Dornbusch 1983, Lizondo 1987, Kamin 1988, and
Pinto 1991, to mention few.
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In the constraints we restrict the value of S to lie between zero and

one, in order to exclude the possibility that all export revenue is exchanged

at the parallel market rate.

Differentiation of (2.5) with respect to le, Ly and Q (assuming the net

revenue function is strictly quasi-concave) yields the following solution:

(2.6) Pl1-u.)to" L; -P; b=o

e.n Pf Li'ü-"-w4

(2.8) b4;x - ePlX - bP;þx = o

Equations (2.6) and (2.7) ensure the profit maximization condition that

marginal product equals marginal factor cost. To show that; we multiply

equation (2.6) by lo and equation (2.7) by \ so that:

(2.6)' PyY(1-a.)=bPi lo

(2.n' Pra'Y=WL,
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Since u and (1 - cr) respectively are the elasticities of home goods

relative to L, and lo, then equations (2.6)n and (2.7)¿ can be written in more

transparent form as:

(2.6)" Pv+=F;b

(2.7)" p.!=ry
'd+

The left-hand sides of equations (2.6)'/ and (2.7)" respectively, define

the value of marginal product of imported inputs (1") and the value of the

marginal productivity of labour (|.,). Tne right-hand sides def ine the marginal

cost of each input.

In order to simplify equation (2.8) further, we divide it all through by (bP',X)

and rearrange terms:

(2.8)' 0=(1-1)
.TE

The relationship between the parallel market premium and the under-

invoicing choice, as implied by equation (2.8)', indicates that at higher

premium levels, the under-invoicing portion of export r.uï"nr" is becoming
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less and less responsive to changes in the premium, as indicated by the

following diagram.

$=( t -A\çr/

Fig (2-a): under-invoicing of export and parallel market rate premium

A positive association between under-invoicing of export revenue and

the premium level, has also been reported by Kamin(1993), who shows that

recorded exports are inversely related to the size of the parallel market

premium for a large group of developing countriesl3.

ttl Kamin (1993) analyzed the link between officially recorded export and
exchange rates (official and parallel market rates) in a number of developing
countries. His analysis shows that the coefficient on the official exchange
rate was significantly positive while the coefficient on the parallel market rate
was significantly negative. An F-test confirms that the two coefficients are
of approximately equal absolute magnitude.

:T
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In order to determine an equation for the domestic inflation rate we

rearrange equation (2.6) to get:

(2.e)

Dividing equation (2.6)o by equation (2.7)t and solving for (Vlo) we get:

,,=+d+

(2.10)

from which we can extract the value of (Çlo)'" as:

, Lrr- ø'bPit!t- 1t-"lw

(2"11) ,?,"=

Substituting equation (2.11) into (2.9) we get:

(2-',t2) Pv=IbP;{1-"'g-g4f: v/:

Given that the average productivity of labour for home goods (Y/\) is

constant, equation (2.7)'implies that W = sPu for s>0. As a result, equation

(2.12) can be rewritten as:
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of'

P]-" =lb1.,r -", (1 -a)i-rs"l
úo

(2-12)t P, = abPi

Where

o=1(1-t)"-1s"'(-LJI
(a)"

Differentiating equation (2.12)'with respect to time, and dividing it by

equation (2.12), and denoting ^ as a percentage change 1 I =ifx¡, the

domestic inflation equation can be expressed finally as:

(z-ls) Pr=16*Pil

As a result, the domestic inflation rate is proportíonal to the parallel
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market rate change and the foreign inflation ratela (or change in foreign

price of imports). Official exchange rate depreciation influences domestic

inflation only by influencing the parallel market rate,,but otherwise it is

irrelevant to domestic inflation since the domestic price of imported goods

is valued at its marginal cost, which is the parallel market rate b.

Official Current Account Balance:

Official current account balance (or the net accumulation of foreign

currency in the official market) is equal to export revenue channelled

through the official exchange market [(1-Q)X], plus workers' remittances

received in the official market [(1-0)K], less government imports (g) and

government sale of foreign currency for private sector imports (1",,). The

confiscated amounts of foreign currency due to illegál foreign currency

transactions in the parallel market are not included in government revenue

because we assume that all of it is transferred to government officials as

bribes and the cost of fake documents.

tol The causal relationship between domestic inflation and parallel market
rate in equation (2.13) is consistent with the empirical findings of Abdel-
Rahman and Mahmoud (1994) for the case of Sudan, in which they indicated
that parallel market rate affect CPI but CPI do not feed back into the parallel
market rate.
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Assume that the government policy is to allocate a fixed proportion

(ô)1s of the total foreign currency inflow to the official market for private

sector imports. Then the official current account balance can be expressed

AS:

(2-14) Æ=(1 -ô)X* (-alK-g-ð[(1 -ô)X*(1 -o)Kl

(2.15) È(l-o)t(l-Q)X+(l -0)rq-g

0<0<-1, 0*ô*1, O<v<-l

where (1 -0), as defined before, is the proportion of export revenue

exchanged at the official exchange market, (1-e) is the share of workers'

remittances that is channelled through the official market, and K denotes the

total inflow of foreign currency remitted by national workers abroad.

tulAn alternative approach is to assume that all the remaining amount of
foreign currency, after paying for government imports, be used for private
sector imports. This approach, even though ¡t seems more plausible,
imposes the restriction that the net official foreign currency accumulation is
always equal to zero, which is a condition we like to avoid at this stage of
our model, in favour of leaving the net official foreign currency accumulation
in more general form.
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In equation (2.14) we assume that the inflow of workers' remittances

(K) is fixed in total, but the proportion to be exchanged at the parallel market

rate versus the official rate is changing depending on the premium level.

Using the same detection technology as in the case of under-invoiced

exports, the probability of detecting a foreign currency transaction in the

parallel market is also assumed to be a linear function of the proportion (0)

channelled to the parallel market. More specifically, Z = 012. We included the

restriction that 0 lies between zero and one to exclude the possibility that all

foreign currency K is exchanged at the parallel market rate.

In order to determine specific value for 0, we assume that each of the

national workers abroad is facing the following net revenue maximization

problem:

(2-16) Ma;< [ffiK + e(l-0)K -4o)ffiß

subject to:

K= K 0<0<1

Equation (2.16) indicates that the national expatriate (or tourist) has a

given amount of foreign currency (R) tfrat is to be divided between the

parallel market and the official market in proportions 0 and (1 - e)

4o)=1,
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respectively. The objective of the expatriate is to determine the optimum size

of 0 which maximizes the net revenue function taking into account the risk

of being detected due to illegal parallel market transactions.

Assuming the existence of an internal solution (i.e., a strict quasi-

concavity condition) for the net revenue function in equation (2.16), the first-

order condition yields the following solution:

l<Ib- q= boK

Dividing it by K we get (b - e)/b = 0. Thereforeo

(2.17) 0=(1-1¡
TE

Substituting the equilibrium values of 0

into equation (2.15) we get the final form of

equation:

and 0 from (2.8)'and (2.171

the official current account

(2.18) 6=(1 -o)W*tg_g

Equation (2.18) indicates that the official

related to the premium level. Since the parallel

current balance is negatively

market premium response to
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changes in the official exchange rate depends on the response of the parallel

market rate, then equation (2.18) suggests that, if db/de is less than one,

devaluation of the official exchange rate for a given (X+K) and G improves

the official current account balance.

Frivate Current Account Balance:

Private current account balance can be defined as the total inflow of

foreign currency to the parallel market, which consists of export under-

invoicing and a portion (e) of workers remittances, plùs foreign currency

resale from the official market for private sector imports, minus total private

sector imports (l). Alternatively the private current account balance can be

defined as the overall current account balance minus the current account

balance in the official market. using the latter definitiontu then:

(2.19) f=(X+lg-l-g-R

Substituting for R from equation (2.18) and setting | = lo +1", we get

tul S¡nce the confiscated amount of foreign currency due to illegal foreign
exchange transactions is already excluded from the official current account,
then the definition of private current account in equation (2.19) implicitly
assumes that all illegal foreign currency confiscated from the private sector
is given to government officials as bribes and then sold at the parallel
market rate.



e-zlc¡) p= (æ --1 * ð)," 
+ t(1 _ Up * t)

From equation (2.6)'we know that:

Substituting for P, = o O ,',, in equatio n (2.6\tt,we get

(2-21) Io=o Y(l -o)

From equations (2.20) and (2.21) the finar form of private foreign
currency asset accumulation can be expressed as:

e.n) p= (" -l * õ) (x + Ig -lo(1 - a)y+ t) :i

Equation (2'22) describes the private current account balance as the
difference between total foreign currency inflow to the parallel market and
the outflow. The infrow consists of the proportions (o) and (0) respectivery,
of export revenue and workers' remittances that are channelled to the

67

(2-6),, ¡"-IPvY('l-o)l' bP;
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parallel market [ (QX+OK)= (1-1læ)(X+K)], plus the foreign currency sale from

the official market for private sector imports (l"n), which is equal to t tð(1-

Q)X+ô(I-e)K] =(õ/æ)(X+K)1. The outflow includes the cost of private sector

imports used as production inputs [(1-a)Y], as well as the cost of importing

consumer goods (1"). /

In the following table I summarize the structure of net foreign currency

asset accumulation in the official and the parallel markets for foreign

currency, as described in the last two sections.
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Table 2-l: Components of foreiqn currencv flow in the official

and parallel markets for foreiqn exchanqe

R

Official current

account balance

F

Private current account

balance

Sources

Transfers between

markets

Uses

(1-S)X+(1 -o)K

-õ[(1 -g)X+(1 -o)rq

-g

[(Sx+01Çl

* öf(1-S)X+(1-o)Kl

-UP*l)
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Government deficit and money supply:

The change in the stock of domestic money, M, is equal to the change

in central bank domestic credit, D, plus the change in f,oreign reserves, R,

held by the government. Change in domestic credit reflects government

borrowing from the central bank for government imports, G. Government

funds its spending partly by raising taxes, T, in lump sum form ( in an

amount fixed in foreign currency units). Accordingly

(2-23) M=D*eR

Since

D__G_T

Therefore

(2.241 M =(g-f)*R
e

where g = G/e, 1 = T/e, m = M/e.

Differentiating M/e with respect to time and rearranging terms we get
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M
--m+mee

So equation (2.24) can be written as

(2.25) dt=(g-Ð-mê*Ft

Substituting for È frorn equation (2.18),

(2.26)' - (1-ð)(x* 
rg - t- mê

Depreciation of the official exchange rate appears as part of domestic

money growth in equatio n (2.26), to reflect the loss in value of nominal

domestic money as the official rate depreciates.

;i

Equation (2.26) expresses the change in domestic money suppty

(valued at the official exchange rate) as the difference between government

spending (g) plus change in official reserves and total government revenue,

which corresponds to revenue from taxes including the inflation tax.

Before we start the analysis of the model it might be useful to
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summarize the equat¡ons of the model into three basic dynamic equations,

an equation describing the portfolio-balance condition and two other

equations reflecting the evolution of the two assets (m, F) that are held in

private wealth. This is shown at the beginning of the chapter following.
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Chapter 3

Analvsis of policv induced and exoqenous shocks

In chapter two we set up a dynamic model of a dual exchange market

that describes the evolution of the two assets in private agents' portfolios

and the corresponding change in the parallel market premium.

In this chapter we investigate the existence of an equilibrium parallet

market premium, at which the stock of foreign currency and domestic money

held in private agents' portfolios are at steady state, and we also analyze the

response of the economy to policy induced and exogenous shocks such as

official exchange rate devaluation and a fall in workers' remittances. ln the

following, for exposition purposes, we first derive agairi'the basic dynamic

equations of the model.

Dvnamic eguations of the model:

The dynamic side of the model is represented by equations describing

the private current account balance (or net private foreign currency asset

accumulation), changes in domestic money supply, and changes in private

portfolio adiustment as a result of changes in the expected parallel market

rate.
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The private current account balance has been defined as the difference

between total foreign currency inflow and the outflow in the parallel market.

The inflow consists of a portion (Q) of total export revenue and a portion (0)

of total workers' remittances that is channelled to the parallel market, as well

as a fixed fraction (ð) of export revenue and workers' remittances that is

channelled to the official market t(1-0)X + (1-e)Kl as a transfer from the

official market for private sector imports. The outflow of foreign currency in

the parallel market includes total private sector imports, which consist of

production inputs (lo) and consumption goods (1"). As a result, the private

current account balance can be represented as:

p=fþX + oKl * õt(1 - 0)X* (1 - o)KJ -Itp* I"l

From the first-order conditions in chapter two we showed that the

steady-state values of Q and 0 are equal to (1-1lr) [equations (2.g), and (2.12)]

and lo = o(1-ü)Y, so that the final equation of the private current account

balance can be expressed as: ':

(3.1) p = [(r -Ð *ö]rt 
+ ig -[o(1 _ u)y+ I)

7C

Changes in domestic money supply reflect changes in domestic credit

and changes in official reserves (or the official current account balance).

Changes in domestic credit are expressed as the gifference between
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government ¡mports (government spend¡ng), G, and domestic tax revenue.

T, or

D=(G-7)

So that,

(3.2) ¡rl=(e-D*eR

The official current account balance (R) is defined as the difference

between totalforeign currency inflow channelled to the official market t(l-0)X

+ (1-e)Kl less total outflow from the official market, which consists of

government imports (G) and foreign currency transfer from the official

market for private sector imports ôt(1-O)X + (1-e)Kl. Tíerefore the official

current account balance can be expressed as:

eFt = t(1 -ô)ex+ (1 -o)eKl - G -ðt(1 _þ)ex *(1 _o)e/rl

Since (1-0) = (1-e) = 1/n, then

(s.s) 6- (1 -o)(x*rq-s

Using (3.2) and (3.3), then
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M f1 -ñì.-- T-_. _ \. "r(Y_trã_,
e rc Vr¡'r' 

e

t'e

Sinæ !=rit-êrn for *--fdee

The final equation of changes in domestic money supply can be expressed

AS:

(3.4) a=1(1 ö)(x*tgl-lêm*¡1

Since the first term on the right-hand side of equation (3.a) is equal to

R+g (see equation 3.3), equation (3.4) can also be expressed as:

(3-4)' ñ, =lR + g-t-êml

where t = T/e.

Equation (9.4)o shows the growth of domestic money suppry (varued

in official exchange rate) as the sum of changes in official reserves and the

excess of government spending (g) over total tax revenue (including an

inflation tax, which is equal to e m). The inflation tax here accounts for the
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cost of holding domestic money valued in foreign currency at the official

exchange rate. Equation (3.4)'also indicates that for a given level of the

official reserves (i.e., holding R = 0) a choice of (g-t) and ê is equivatent to

the choice of a money supply rule.

In order to determine the dynamics of private asset adiustment

between domestic money and foreign currency we assume that foreign

residents do not hold domestic money, so that the entire stock of domestic

money is held by the domestic private sector. Given that domestic money is

exchanged for foreign currency in the parallel market only, at the exchange

rate b, then nominal wealth can be expressed as:

(3.s) l'l=M"bF

It is assumed that the fraction of wealth that the private sector desires

to hold in foreign money, denoted by À, is an increasing function of the

expected depreciation of the parallel market rate. Using the perfect foresight

assumption (Edwards 1991, Dornbusch et al 1981), then I is an increasing

function of the actual depreciation of the parallel market rate. In equilibrium

the desired holdings of foreign money Uå lH are equal to the existing stock

of foreign money bF. We use this condition (or H = bF/¡,) to replace H in

equation (3.5) to get:
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r(6)
= M+bF 0<À<I

Or more compactly,

m=q1ô¡ør for,u(/i)=1-À:(Ó)
r(b)

Dividing the equation above by e and using the relation Ë - å * Ê then the

final form of the portfolio-balance equation can be shown as:

(3.6) m = ù(ã * êlnF for gt<O

In the following we explore the impact of some póti"y issues, on the

equilibrium path of the endogenous variables (æ , F , ffi ), described by the

system of equations (3.1), (3.4), and (3.6).

Stabilitv and Steadv-State Analvsis:

lf the government adopts a policy of depreciating the official exchange

rate at an exogenously given rate â r 0, the dynamic system of the model

is represented by the equations (3.1), (3.4) and (3.6), which are repeated for

convenience as:

(a.1) ¡ = [(* -1) * ûl (x + tg -[o (1 - a)y+ r)
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(s.4) ' - (1 -õ) (x* rg-êm-t

(3.6) m = ü(î *ê)nF ü/.0

Determination of the steady state parallel market premium requires

simultaneous solution of the portfolio-balance, the private net foreign

currency accumulation, as well as the evolution of domestic money supply,

as shown by the following proposition.

Proposition (1):

lf ê >0 is an exogenously determined constant, there is a saddle-path

equilibrium for the system of equations (3.1), (3.4), and (3.6) with steady-state

vaf ues (ft, F, ñ¡ tor which (Ê =0, Ê =0, rñ =0). The steady-state values are

given as:

@-n ; = -0:Ð(X-*6- for q =[(X* Ig -(o(1 -o) y* I)l

l3-g) p= q(n - f)
e,l'(êXl - õXX+ K)
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(3.s) ;=[(rr - r)l

See appendix B for the proof of the proposition.

:
The proposition impties that in the steady state the parallel market

premium is unaffected by change in the official rate, as change in the official

rate induces equivalent change in the parallel market rate" On the other

hand, equations (3.8) and (3.9) indicate that the change in the official rate is

inversely related to the foreign currency and domestic currency stocks

desired to be held by private agents. As a result, in the steady state any

depreciation of the official exchange rate raises the demand for foreign

currency in the parallel market. lt is also important to realize from equation

(3.7) that a reduction in foreign currency sales by the official market for

private sector imports (represented by lower ð) is expected to raise the

steady-state premium, because the resulting additional demand for foreign

currency in the parallel market will raise the parallel market premium.

ln the following sections we explore the impact of some exogenous

shocks on the steady state parallel market premium and steady state foreign
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currency stock held by private agents.

Assuming å =0, and given that the money supply is held..constant so that rh

= 0 and ñ'= [(g - ty ê ] the dynamics of the system can be analyzed in (æ,F)

space.

The first section explains the adjustment process resulting from a

once-and-for-all adverse shock to workers remittances (K), both when the fall

in K is anticipated and when it is unanticipated. The analysis can be based

on figure (3-a) below, which uses equations (3.1) and (3.6).

Fis.(3-a):

rÊo

Points to the right of Ê =0 curve imply a premium so high as to make

for a surplus in the parallel market and thus a growing stock of foreign

currency, while points to the left imply a declining stock. Points to the right

ll
fÌ'.,- 

o

rr
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of ft = 0 curve indicate excess demand for foreign 
""rrån"y 

in the parallel

market and thus an increase of the parallel market premium ( fr r o), points

to the left imply a decline in the parallel market premium ( î .O). As can be

checked by equations (3.1) and (3.6), any change in K has a direct effect on

the steady state premium ( I ) and the steady state foreign currency stock

held by private sector ( Él UV shifting the Ê = 0 curve only.For example, a

sudden fall in K will induce excess demand for foreign currency in the

parallel market, which in turn raises n and lowers F by shifting the Ë = 0

curve to the right.

The arrows indicate that there is a unique saddle point path ss along

which the system would converge to a steady state at point A. Point A

corresponds to the combination of ( ir, F) that maintains equilibrium in

private current account and equilibrium in the portfolio of private assets at

which the desired stock of private foreign currency is equal to the existing

stock of foreign currency in the parallel market.

The vertical slope of the F =0 curve indicates that the private current

account balance (which reflects the difference between the flow supply and

the flow demand for foreign currency in the parallel mar,ket) is independent

of the stock of foreign currency held by private agents. Movements along the

î = 0 curve indicate different combinations of æ and F that maintain portfolio
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balance in private agents' wealth for a given stock of real domestic money

desired to be held by private agents.

ln Figures (3-b) and (3-c) below, the system is in steady-state at point

A. As indicated in figure (3-b), a sudden and unexpected fall in K will shift

the private current account balance curve (È =O ) to the right-hand side as

a higher premium is required to offset the reduction in foreign currency

inflow. lmmediately after the shock, due to a reduction in the foreign

currency inflow, the premium jumps from point A to B. While the stock of

foreign currency F held by private agents is momentarily fixed it is assumed

that the parallel market rate jumps just enough so as to hit the saddle

path17 at point B. The increase in the parallel market premium at point B

raises the relative supply of foreign currency assets bF/M. Given that the

stock of foreign currency F is momentarily fixed at B, the change in

valuation creates a portfolio disequilibrium that has to be offset by a

changing level of the premium. The movement from point B to C represents

a reduction in foreign currency holdings by private agents to restore a

desired level in the private asset portfolio. When it reaches point C the

premium has increased sufficiently to equilibrate the private current account

ttl There is nothing in the model that would lead to this outcome.
Dornbusch et al (1983) refers to this as a common difficulty associated with
a saddle-point equilibrium in perfect foresight models.
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and maintain equilibrium in the private asset portfol¡o.

Figure (3-c) expf ains the adjustment process when the shock is

anticipated ahead of time, Ant¡cipation of a higher premium level will

generate more demand for foreign currency in the paraliel market, and this

additional demand for foreign currencies raise the premium towards point

B'. lf the adverse shock takes place exactly when the system is placed on

the saddle-path at point B', then the disequilibrium condition at point B'

forces the parallel market rate to depreciate further, so that the premium

keeps rising along the saddle path until the new equilibrium is reached at

E

Ê

t¡a

point C as before in (3-b).

Efiects of surprise fall in K Effects of anticipated fall in K
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lmport controls:

We can also use figures (3-b) and (3-c) to analyze the effect of import

controls. Tightening of import controls in the official market would increase

the flow demand for foreign currency in the parallel market and thus lead to

a rightward shift of the private current account balance curve, as a higher

premium is required to offset the increased demand for foreign currency. lt

is apparent from Figure (3-a) that any such adjustment in import policy will

lead to an immediate jump in the premium as the market adjusts to the new

information (represented by the movement from A to B). Subsequently the

premium and the stock of foreign currency in the parallel market evolve to

their new equilibrium at C. The impact effect is to increase the premium

from A to B, but at B there is now a current account deficit in the parallel

market that leads to a further increase in the parallel market premium. At

point B the increase in the premium has increased the relative supply of

foreign currency assets bF/M. Given the stock of foreign _currency F is

momentarily fixed at B, the change in the valuation creates a portfolio

disequilibrium that has to be offset by a changing level of the premium" The

movement from point B to C represents a reduction in foreign currency

holdings by private agents to restore a desired level in the private asset

portfolio. At point C the parallel market rate has increased enough to

eliminate the deficit in the private current account balance and maintain
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equilibrium in the private asset portfolio.

Anticipated and Unanticipated Devaluations:

In this section we want to analyze the behaviour of the parallel

exchange rate when the government resorts to official exchange rate

devaluation (under fixed exchange rate policy and when m =0).

In order to analyze the impact of anticipated and unanticipated

devaluation on the entire stock of foreign currency holding by private sector

we need to specify first what determines the parallel marl¡et rate in the short-

run and in the long-run. In the short-run during which the stock of foreign

currency available to the private sector is considered fixed, the parallel

market rate moves so as to set the portfolio demand for foreign currency

equal to the existing stock of foreign currency. In the long-run, the parallel

market rate and private sector holdings of foreign currency are determined

jointly by the requirement of both portfolio balance and private current

account equilibrium.

Using the portfolio balance equation (3.6) the ratio of foreign currency

holdings to domestic money supply is modeled as a funcí¡on of the expected

rate of depreciation of the parallel market rate . Maintaining the assumption

of perfect foresight, equation (3.6) can be expressed as :
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(3.10) ff=,Vtøl ,ú/.0

tnvertingls equation (3.10), we get

(3.11) 6 = ,r(YUì where h=ü-1 , ht <O

The private current account balance can be expressed as:

From equation (3.11) it is clear that the portfolio demand for foreign

currency holding traces out a downward sloping curve in (b, F) space. Given

that F is fixed then the level of F determines the level of b. Therefore, in

Figure (3-d) below, for any given official rate, a single value of the parallel

rnarket rate equates the flow supply and the flow demand for foreign

currency. As a result, F is shown to be horizontar. 
,

ttl An inverse exists if the function M/bF = V( È ) represents a one-to-one
mapping, i.e. if each value of b always yields a different value of M/bF.
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$*
5

tz

Fis. (s-d):

The effect of unanticipated ar¡d anticipated devaluation.

i

From equation (3.12) it can be shown that when e depreciates, a higher

level of b is required to maintain È=0, and as a resultthe È= 0 locus

shifts to higher level of b. When devaluation is unanticipated, with the stock

of foreign currency momentarily fixed, the parallel market rate jumps from

E to u on the saddle path. At point u the inflow of foreign currency in the

parallel market falls short of the demand for foreign currency. As a result the

*p=

(7

tlo

F
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parallel market rate r¡ses along the saddle path to equate the after-shock

supply of foreign currency with the demand for foreign currency in the

parallet market. The new steady state equilibrium of the þarallel market rate

is achieved at point Et, at which the flow demand for foreign currency has

been reduced to the supply of foreign currency after the shock, and the

desired stock of foreign currency is adjusted to the higher premium tevel.

When devaluation is anticipated the adjustment process is longer as

shown in the figure. Anticipation of a devaluation will lead to depreciation of

the parallel market rate from point E to A, as that generates excess demand

for foreign currency. At point A, when devaluation takes place officially, the

parallel market rate depreciates further, and the desired foreign currency

holding decreases along the saddle path until the new steady state

equilibrium is maintained at point E/"

The adjustment of the parallel market premium due to official

devaluation as described above, is consistent with the empirical finding of

Edwards (1989), and Kamin (1993), who recorded the experience of

devaluation episodes in some developing countries. They observed that,

before devaluation takes place, the parallel market premium rises sharply

and then falls subsequent to the devaluation.
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The adiustment of the domestic price level to an official exchange rate

devaluation shock can be shown by figure (3-e), in which we use the relation
l(

Pv = obd [equation (2.12)1and the adjustment process in Fig.(3-d). In the

figure below, to is the time when the shock is anticipated, t., is the time when

the shock occurs, and t, is the time when the adjustment is completed.

The adjustment path cfd refers to the response of the domestic price level

to an unexpected devaluation of the domestic currency. The adjustment path

bnd occurs when the devaluation is anticipated ahead of time. Figure (3-e)

indicates that anticipation of domestic currency devaluation can possibly

lead to protracted domestic price increases compared tJ tn" situation when

the devaluation shock is a surprise.

t¡"n e

Fig (3-e): The response of domest¡c inflat¡on to official rate devaluation
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Appendix B

Proposition (1):

(tsí) m=V(ft*ê)æF {r'4

@A , - 'c-1*6 (x*tg - to(I - a)y+ tJ
îC

(tsn) ¿= 1-\¡* Íg-t-mê
TE

Linearize the system of equations (81) - (83) around their steady-state values

(n,F,m):

The values of the partial

determined as follows:

derivatives in the Jacobian matrix can be

_ürg
V,N

l-l

l"-" I

EA

fi,F

FF

IitF

ffi=
dlr
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ffi=_
dF

ü
,lt'F

>o

ffi_ 1 .O
dm üttsE

dF_ (1 - õXX+ K) ,O
úr,

dt =o
dF

#=-rt-o)&{*6 ,

dF =o
dm

#=o'
dñ =-ê.o
dm

A necessary condition for a saddle-point solution is that the

determinant of the Jacobian matrix be positive:

V l= rit,Ii, f ^-ic ¡ ¿* rn S* *È -;c ¡*1rO,

The condition that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is positive

implies that either there are two roots that are negative and the third is

positive or else all three roots are positive (which is the condition for an
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unstable equilibrium). To rule out the possibility that all roots are positive we

resort to analysis of the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian matrix. To

simplify our analysis we use the following notation:

lî" 
i.' 

î-l r B cl
{M 11 FF F.liD E rl

l^- ,i,, ,irÅ l¿ o Nl

The characteristic polynomial P(r) can be determined as:

@q fl4=de

fl|=yo*y ,r+yrrz+y"f

where r denotes the characteristic roots of the polynomial equation p(r).

We also know that

Ts=\rzrs>o (detl Jl)

(86) T,s=\r2+\r"+Írr"
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and

T2=\+Í2+1" (tmæl

lf we show that y.' <0, then at least one of the three roots is negative.

Using (85) and (86) it can be shown that:

T ¡IAE- DB*AN- LG*Ery *0

Since y.,<0, then at least one of the roots in (85) is negative, therefore

the possibility that all roots are positive is ruled out.

The steady-state values (rc, F , m ) corresponding to equations (81) -(83) are

determined as follows: setting È = 0 in equation B2 and solving for æ we get

(84 'îc =
(1 - ôXX* K)

I(X * t() - ("(1 - ø)Y + tr)l;

For simplification purposes we denote

l(X * I{) - ["(I - ø)Y +rJI -- n

so
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(Bs) ; = 
(1 -öXX*Kl

n

Setting rh = 0 in (83) and solving for m:

@q r=(1 -=õ)(X-$-:
¡êe

Substituting for æ from (BB) we get:

(tss)' ¡y¡=h -tl
e

Substituting (88) and (89)t into (81) and solving for F:

(Bt6 F= (n - r)n
fu(êX1 - õ)(X+ K)
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Chapter 4

Dvnamic Analvsis

In this chapter we extend the analysis of the model in chapter two, to

analyze real official exchange rate misalignment, unificât¡on of official and

parallel market rates, and to explain devaluation-inflation cycle phenomena.

Real official exchanqe rate misaliqnment:

The issue of real exchange rate misalignment the sustained

departure of the actual real official exchange rate from its equilibrium value--

is capturing policy makers attention in many developing countries. This is

because overvaluation of the real exchange rate depresses the official

current account balance below its equilibrium level, while undervalued real

exchange rate might be inflationary. As a result, setting the real official

exchange rate at the right level is the target goal of many policy makers in

developing countries.

One major problem associated with such policies is that the extent of

real exchange rate misalignment is difficult to identify in economies where

informal markets for foreign currencies are well established, and where

therefore it is difficult to observe the underlying capital flow. The problem of

real exchange misalignment thus lies at the heart of both macroeconomics
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and structural policy in developing countries.

In practice the problem of estimating the real exchange rate

misalignment has been approached from different perspectives. euirk and

others (1987), suggested that inforrnation from the parallel market rate has

to be used as a measure of official exchange rate overvaluation. The

existence of a premium on foreign exchange in the parallel market is taken

as an indication of excess demand for foreign currency at the official

exchange rate. Proponents of this view use the empirical findings of Kamin

(1993) and Edwards (1989) as evidence. Analyzing devaluation events in a

number of developing countries, Kamin (1993) and Edwards (198g) indicated

that the parallel market premium often rises very rapidly in the period

immediately before devaluation and then falls off just after devaluation. A

positive correlation between the premium and the extent of the underlying

real exchange rate overvaluation is suggested by such phenomena.

The question we would like to answer in the reminder of this section

is, can we identify that the sign of the parallel market premium change is the

same as the sign of real official rate misalignment, so the premium serves

as a qualitative indicator of misalignment ?

In order to answer the question above we assume that. the deviation
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of the real official exchange rate from its value in a base period in which the

actual and equilibrium were equal is the measure of misalignment. In this

definition of the official exchange rate misalignment an implicit assumption

is that the equilibrium real exchange rate is constant. An explanation of the

reliability of this assumption is given by williamson (19g1):

"....even though the equilibrium real exchange rate (EFìER) may change due

to change in underlying capital flows or because of change in the pattern of

demand for or conditions of supply of traded goods, factors that contribute

to permanent change in EREFT are not frequent. Change in undertying capital

flows can on occasion be important. whether one should adjust the EHER

to reflect change in underlying capital flows is a difficutt question that

depends on the size of capital flow, and how these capital flows affect the

real productive sectors of the economy. changes in demand and supply go

on all the time, but those large enough to have a perceptible macroeconomic

impact are not frequent, as change in productivity growth, discovery of new

resources, and permanent change in terms of trade are alt not often".
í

This approach seems simple, as it saves us from the thorny task of

specifying a supply function of tradable and home goods, but it has a major

deficiency. Any base date chosen is bound to be somewhat arbitrary, âs

there was no golden age in many developing countries when the actual real

official exchange rate was identical to the equilibrium real exchange rate.
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This criticism, however, can be met to some extent by taking as a base the

average real effective exchange rate over some long period, rather than its

value on a specific date.

Taking into account the full effect of parallel rate on Oornu"tic inflation,

in the following we investigate the relationship between the parallel premium

and real official rate misalignment under two exchange rate systems: a

crawling-peg exchange rate and a fixed exchange rate system.

Let er and ., denote respectively the actual and the long-run

equilibrium real official exchange rates, then can we identify a relationship

6' - u. = B(æ) that would provide a guide about the degree of real official

exchange rate overvaluation from observations of the premium? lf yes, can

we identify that the sign of the parallel market premium çhange is the same

as the sign of change in (4 - e,), so that the premium serves as a qualitative

indicator of misalignment? lf neither of these can be established then the

parallel market premium cannot be considered a reliable measure of real

official rate distortion.

Let us suppose that the government adopts a crawling-peg exchange

rate system in which the official rate is periodically reviewed according to

the difference between the parallel rate and the official rate. The proposed
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exchange rate policy implies that when the parallel rate exceeds the official

rate by certain amount the official authorities respond by adjusting the

official rate upward. Such a relationship can be expressed in more general

functional form as:

ê = f(æ - 1) for f /(.\ >O

Under the crawling-peg exchange rule stated above the basic dynamic

equations of the model can be written as:

(4.1) m = ü(fr " ê\nF for qt<O

(q,z) p= [('r -1) * ôl(x 
+ te -[o(1 - ø)y + rJ

(4.s) 
"- 

(1 -o)(x +rrl -t- êm
7g

:

The dynamics of n and F can be anaryzed using equations (a.l and @.2)

which produce Figure (4-a) as shown below:
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FiE 4-a: Long run behaviour of the parallel market premium

Points above the F = 0 curve imply a premium so high as to make for

a surplus in the parallel market and thus a growing stock of foreign

currency, while points below the È =0 curve imply declining stock. points to

the right of â = 0 indicate excess demand for foreign currency in the parallel

market and thus an increasing parallel premium (â >0), points to the left
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imply a declining rate of growth of the parallel market premium ( î <o). ns

can be checked by using (4.1) and (4.2), any upward adjustment in the

official exchange rate change results in a right-ward shift of the f = 0 curve.

In order to investigate the relationship between the real exchange rate

misalignment and the parallel market premium, our strategy ¡s to invoke a

sudden unexpected shock to the economy and then compare the adjustment

path of the parallel market premium with the direction of real official

exchange rate distortion.

In order to determine the adjustment path of the parallel market

premium between points A and C in the figure above , we use the dominant

and non-dominant eigenvector apþroach suggested by Calvo (1997 b). The

concept of dominant and non-dominant eigenvectors can be exptained as

follows. There are two negative roots corresponding to the saddle-path

solution (shown by the proof of proposition 1)1e. For each root there is a

corresponding eigenvector. lf the system were to start on either of the

eigenvectors it would travel along it toward the steady state, since both are

solutions to the system of equations (4.1)-(4.3). For that reason it is also the

t'lThe existence of steady-state equilibrium will not be affected under the
new exchange rate rule. In fact, the crawling peg exchange rate rule in this
section can be seen as special case of the exchange rate system in
proposition 1.
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case that the convergent equilibrium path cannot cross any of the

eigenvector rays. The dominant eigenvector is defined as the eigenvector

corresponding to the smaller (in absolute value) of the negative negative

roots2o. Then by definition the non-dominant eigenvector corresponds to

the larger (in absolute value) negative root. One important property of these

two vectors is that, unless the system is initially located on the non-

dominant eigenvector, in its adjustment toward a new steady-state the

system always gravitates toward the adjustment path follówing the dominant

eigenvector ray.

In the following, we specify the slope of the dominant eigenvector in

order to determine the adjustment path of the parallel market premium. The

solution for the eigenvectors corresponding to the two negative roots is

specified by writing the general solution of the system of the differential

equations (a.1 ) -(a.3):

'ol lt, for example, we had a second-order differential equation that
yielded a solution:

X, = A.,exp(rrÐ * Azexp(rzÐ for rr.O, rz.O, l/.' | 
.lrrl

where 4., and A, are positive constants, then as t increases over time the
solution is dominated by the first part of the solution equation stated above.
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(4.4) 
lr-:l =f,, h,, h3

Im - nX 14, h* hg
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where w,, i = 1,2,3 are arbitrary scalars, and h, =(h,.,, h,r, h,r) is the eigenvector

associated with the root r,. As shown before, the saddle¡point solution has

two negative roots, denoted by r' and rr. Since r.>0, then a necessary

condition for convergence of the dynamic system is that wg = 0.

Solution for the eigenvectors requires solution of the characteristic

equations:

(4.5) lJ-r,tlhr=o

where I is an identity matrix and J is the Jacobian matrix corresponding to

the system of equations (4.1) - ( .3):

lø,exn(r,r{
lqexn(rrr)l
l4exp(r.f )l

l*" î,F o.l
(4.6) l.rt = 

lF, 
FF ,^l=

lrir,- h, ñ,Å

-¡--ü-* ¡'1
û'rr

(1-öXX+K)

tc2

-¡(1-ôXI*K) , ¡r¡
T'

_ü
,V'F

0

0
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Using equation (4.6), equation (4.S) can be rewritten as:

-t+*ft+rÃ - u 1

V,n - V,F Ü,nF

(4.7)
(1 -ðXX+K)

tc2
-rt0l

W

-0

i0 -õL(4 * 19, 
r, *l o -lê * r,!

From (4.7) we get,

(4.s) g#e,t-t¡hp=o

setting | = 1,2, and taking into account the fact that r,<0, r"<o, for a

saddle point equilibrium solution, then from equation (4.8) the slope of the

eigenvectors corresponding to r., and 12, can be express'ed as:

(4.e)
h.., l'tn2

h.,, (1 - õ)(X + K)

(4.10)
lzEz

(1 -ðXX+K)

0

hr, 
=

hrz
0



Proposition (2):

For any initial values of æo and Fo, such that

("0 -:) * h'
(Fo - Fl hrz

then

rim,--"'-1 = !.".g,
F, - F lÎzz

given thatfl>lrzl

The proposition indicates that unless the initial values of æ and F are

such that they are on the non-dominant eigenvector, the slope of the

adjustment path (n, -î )/(F, - F¡ asymptotically converges to the slope of the

dominant eigenvector ray (h21lhz2),which is negative as indicated by equation

(4.10). Equations (a.9) and (4.10) also show that the slope of the dominant

eigenvector is always flatter than the slope of the non-dominant eigenvector.

The proof of the proposition can be shown as follows. From equation (4.4)

we get:

(4.r 1)
ÍC. - TE

-------...--=
Fr- F

hrrw.exp(! f ) + hrrwrexp(rrt \
h 

r rw.,exp(r, t ) + h rrwrexp(rrt )
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Dividing the numerator and denominator of (4.11) by wrexp(rrt):

78. - TC-..._=
EF

hrrþ"e(r, - rrlt+ hr.,

n.,r!\xp(rr-rr)t*h*

Since (r., - rr)<0, then

.. 'tE, - TE hon
llmr---j-= :''

F,- F Dzz

as implied by the proposition.

To determine the adiustment path of the premium we use the figure

below. Initially the system is at point A. When a temporary adverse shock of

terms of trade (a fall in export price) takes place, the anticipated official rate

adiustment raises the foreign currency stock desired to be held by private

agents. As a result the asset portfol¡o-balance curve 1Ê =O¡ shifts to the right

to point C. ln the impact period the premium rises momentarily above its

long-run equilibrium level to point B. Private foreign currency holdings (F)

cannot iump on impact because the foreign currency stock can only change

over time through the process of hoarding. Subsequent to the parallel market

premium rising above its equilibrium level ( ñ') at point B, upward official
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downward along theexchange rate adjustment pushes

adjustment-path 8C21.

the premium

Fig 4-b: The adjustment path of the parallel market premium

"/ G¡ven that the parallel market rate is rigid
the export price adjust to its initial level, at point
private current account balance, which in turn
foreign currency in private wealth.

qñ

to adjust downward, after
B there is a surplus in the
causes accumulation of

,":-So"*
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The real official exchange rate, which is the relative price of traded goods to

home goods can be expressed as22:

P,
ê-= *'Py

Where P, is the traded goods' price index.
èl

Since Pu = o b Pi, then for a given foreign import price index the real official

rate is defined as:

I
€, = --!- fOf o>O

OTE

Since real official rate misalignment (e.) is defined às the deviation of the

real rate from its equilibrium level (e',), then the miáalignment can be

expressed as:

(4.12) e^ = leì- +
otE

Comparison of the behaviour of the real official exchange rate

misalignment (as reflected by equation (4.12)), with the adjustment path of

the parallel market premium (see figures below) indicates that the

"l ln this definition of the real official rate, p, approximates the price
index of non-tradable goods.
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relationship between parallel market premium and real official exchange rate

rnisalignment is consistent with the finding of Quirk and others (1gg7), who

suggested a positive association between the parallel market premium and

real official exchange rate misalignment. The result of our analysis shows

that the parallel market premium is an appropriate indicator of the degree

of official rate distortion if the domestic inflation is reflected by the parallel

market rate. The relationship between the parallel market rate and the

domestic inflation rate is likely to be stronger, the more restrictive is foreign

exchange policy and the lower are official reserves.

FiE 4-c:

The adjustment path of the parallel

Fig 4-d:

premium and real official rate behaviour:
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misalignment

Fig 4-e: The adiustment path of real official rate misalignment.

To investigate the relationship between the parallel premium and real

official misalignment under a fixed official rate, we need to assume the stock

of domestic money is held constant ( rh = 0 )23 so that the basic equations

of the model reduce into (4.1) and (4.2). The characteristic equations

corresponding to the new system of equation can be shown as:

"/ As we will explain latter, under a fixed exchange rate system and with
positive growth of the domestic money supply, the model generates
devaluation-inflation cycles, therefore there is no steady state equilibrium.
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(4.7)',

(4.1O)l

lh,,lI l=0
lh'.1

-l Y *r¡
rlr'æ

(1 - öXX+ K)

n2

From (4.7\o we get

o
(1 - ô)(X* K)

To determine the adiustment path of the parallel premium responding

to unexpected official rate devaluation we use the figure below. In the impact

period the premium falls momentarily below its equilibrium level to point B.

Subsequent to the parallel market premium declining below its equilibrium

level ( f ) at point B, accumulation of foreign currency assets by private

agents starts pushing up the parallel market premium along the adjustment-

path, BC. :

(4.8)',

Setting i = 1,2, and taking into account the fact that r.,>0, rr<0 for a

saddle point equilibrium solution, then from equation (4.8)' the slope of the

eigenvector corresponding to r, can be expressed as:

(f-ôXX*l9u!:__;_+¡, _ r,hn:o

Ibt 
=u

lzn2



Fig 4-f: ñ

The adjustment path

rate system.

q

of the parallel market premium
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under fixed exchanEe

I't':ll:&"

t_>
F

I

Real official rate misalignment ( e, ) can be expressed as before:

e* = Ieì- +,
otE

where e,' stands for the equilibrium real official rate.

The behaviour of the real official rate misalignment and the parallel market

premium due to unexpected official rate devaluation can be summarized by

the following Figures: t



Fig 4-E:

The adjustment path of the

behaviour:

Fig 4-i: The adjustment-path of the real

(ei- €v)
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FiE 4-h:

parallel premiurn and the real official rate

t-ín¿

I

t
I

I
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Comparison of the behaviour of the misalignment with the parallel

market premium-path in figures 4-g and 4-i, shows a positive association

between parallel market premium and real official rate misalignment.

Therefore the parallel market premium is still an indicator of the real official

rate distortion. The finding of the analysis above indicates that when

domestic inflation is mainly reflected by the parattel market rate, the parallel

market premium over the official rate is an appropriate indicator of real

official rate misalignment. The finding of our analysis does not mean that

elimination of the parallel market premium will automatically eliminate the

real official rate misalignment; it implies that maintaining the parallel market

premium at a steady state may help to stabilize the deviation of real official

rate from its equilibrium level.

Unification of exchanqe rates:

The unification of foreign exchange markets, wher.eby the official and

parallel rates are brought together by overnight floating of the official rate

to produce a unique exchange rate, remains a key policy issue for many

developing countries. In an attempt to absorb the parallel market resources

into the official market, many developing countries2a, floated their official

'ol See Roberts (1989) for the experience of some African countries,
Branson and de Macedo (1989) for an analysis of the failed attempt by Sudan
to unify its exchange rate system in 1981 -82, and Hausman (1990) for the
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exchange rates in the mid and late 1980s. lt has been observed (Roberts,

1989) that the unification results in high inflation and continuous

depreciation of the nominal domestic currency, particularly for those

countries which lose control over their monetary growthi For example when

Nigeria adopted the unification policy in 1986, the broad money growth

increased by 15"/", and the inflation rate rose by 15%. In Sierra Leone,

unification was adopted in 1986, the broad money growth was'l260/o, ãrrd

the inflation rate increased by 32O% in the first year of the unification.

An explanation for the often-observed inflationary rise related to

unification has been provided by Pinto (1989, 1991). In developing countries,

the government is typically a net buyer of foreign exchange from the private

sector. Because the parallel market premium is an important implicit tax on

exports that channel through the official market, there is a trade-off between

the premium (tax on exports) and inflation (tax on domestic currency

holdings) in financing the budget deficit2s. As a result, unifying official and

parallel exchange rates can raise inflation substantially and permanently if

the level of government spending remains constant in real terms and if the

Venezuelan experience.

tul Th¡s is because the government can eliminate the premium by unifying
the official and parallel rates, and compensate the loss in (implicit) export tax
revenue by resorting to central bank borrowing, that raises domestic
inflation rate. 

,
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loss in revenues from exports is replaced by an increase in monetary

financing of the budget deficit and a higher tax on domestic cash balances.

As for the behaviour of the floating exchange rate, there has been a

distinction between the short-run and the long-run of the unified exchange

rate system. Agenor (1992) states that the behaviour of the f Ioating exchange

rate system in the short-run depends on a number of factors, in particular

the behaviour of expectations regarding sustainable unified exchange rate

policy. When a unification attempt is anticipated, agents seeking to avoid a

capital loss will shift immediately into foreign currency assets if the unified

exchange rate is expected to depreciate relative to the existing parallel rate.

As a result of these portfolio adjustments the parallel market rate will move

immediately - as soon as expectations are formed - toward the level asset

holders expect the post-unification floating rate to reach. ln the long-run,

however, the rate of depreciation of the unified exchange rate will be

consistent with the rate of domestic money growth (Lizondo 1987).

In order to investigate the behaviour of the post-unification floating

exchange rate we introduce some changes into the basic equations of our

model. under a floating exchange rate system, the government eases

foreign exchange restrictions by allowing the private sector to buy and selt

foreign currency beside the central bank. Both groups buy and sell foreign
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currency at the free market rate, which is determined by supply and demand

for foreign currency. Given that the foreign currency transactions in the

parallel market are now legalized, there is a unified exchange rate, which will

be denoted by tt. Since the central bank no longer intervenes in the foreign

exchange market, and given that the foreign exchange market is perfectly

competitive, the long-run net private foreign currency asset accumulation

(or alternatively the private current account balance) is equal to zero, and

also the stock of official reserves is constant 1n =O¡.

To derive the equation for domestic money growth, we set 6 = 0, so that the

change in domestic money supply is reflected only by changes in domestic

credit:

M=D

Oft

(4.13) til = (g-t)-itm

where (g -t) = (G - T)/¡r
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Equation (4.13) indicates that the growth rate in real domestic money

is equal to the fiscal deficit minus the inflation tax26 G.); alternatively

equation (4.13) also shows that in equilibrium when (rh =0) the real fiscal

deficit is fully financed by the inflation tax ( ii m).

The condition for portfolio equilibrium under the floating exchange

rate system is given bY:

(4.14) rn = U( Ê )F

The dynamic system of the model is now represented by the equations

(4.13) and (4.14). lt can be reduced into one equation by inverting equation

(4.14) and substituting it into equation (a.13):

(4.15) where h=V-1 ht<O

and then,

F = 
'tfjt

(4.16) * =Ig*- Hsr)t^

'ul lt ¡s imporlant to realize that the inflation tax in our context is captured
by ûm and not Êum because m is measured in foreign currency units.
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since t(g - t)/ml = M/M, we denote the growth in domestic nominal money by

r, so that equation (4.16) can be expressed as:

@.1n ñ = le - h{,ntlF)lm

Equation (4.17) represents the evolution of domestic money growth

under a floating exchange rate system. lt indicates that in the steady-state

(when rh = O¡ the domestic money growth and the uniî¡eO exchange rate

depreciation are identical, or

(4.18) s=lt(rnl|)=îL*

This is consistent with the finding of Lizondo (1987), who shows that

the rate of depreciation of the unified exchange rate ( p*) in the steady state

is equal to the rate of domestic money growth, e.

An important conclusion that can be derived from the steady-state

behaviour of the unified exchange rate is that unification of official and

parallel rates cannot be sustainable unless appropriate monetary and

liquidity control policy in place"

The result that r = û* also reveals a misconception, pointed out by

Pinto (1991 ), the idea that unif ication of exchange rates must be inflationary.
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This is not necessarily the case if the monetary growth is kept under control.

In order to derive an explicit relationship between domestic price level and

monetary growth, we rewrite equation (4.18) as

(4.19) É = u(Ð
p

lntegrating both sides of equation (4.19),

[Ya = [e$)dt
'l¡ J

Then

fnt¡r(r)l :c+feg)dt for c<O

Therefore

(4.N) p(f) = Aexp{eg)dt¡ 
l

where A is the constant of integration.

In the very special case when e(t) = e (a positive constant) the relation in

equation (4.20l-can be expressed as:
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(4.21) p(f) = .Aexp(fe)

Since in a dual exchange system, we derived domestic inflation rate as:

Fr= o P,h

then under a unified exchange rate system, the domestiå price level can be

expressed as

(4.2\ Fr(t) = oP¡ v(t)

Therefore, substituting (4.21) into (4.221we get:

Prtt) = PPÁr)exp(e)

where 0 =oA. Therefore domestic inflation can be expressed as

(4.231 Pr=lF, * e,l

Equation (4.23) indicates that domestic inflation in the steady state is

determined by domestic money growth, and foreign inflation rate. This result

is consistent with the empirical findings of Roberts (1989), who showed a

very close association between domestic money growth and the post-
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unification inflation rate in some African countries during mid 1980s.

Devaluation-inflation cvcle phenomena: :

In the past decade, the devaluation-inflation cycle phenomena has

been modelled from different perspectives. Kamin (1993) emphasized the

interaction between the private current account balance and the parallel

market premium change, while assuming perfect foresight for private agents

and equilibrium in the official current account balance 1n =O¡. Rodriguez

(1981) focused on the link between the official current account balance and

an increasing fiscal deficit in a single exchange rate economy ( there is no

parallel market for foreign currency in his model). ln this section we extend

the analysis of our model to explain devaluation-inflatio4 cycle phenomena.

In our approach we combine the dynamics of official current account, and

asset portfolio balance.

In order to model the devaluation-inflation cycle we will introduce a

few adjustments to the previous model. Let us consider a small open

economy, in which the prices of traded goods (export and import prices) are

taken as given. lt is assumed that there is a perfectly competitive parallel

market for foreign currency, which always maintains equilibrium in the

private current account balance. lt is also assumed that the official exchange
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rate changes only when the official reserves reach a critical minimum

acceptable level, otherwise it is fixed. As a result, the dynamic system of

portfolio-balance and domestic money supply can be expressed as:

(4.25\ m = g(fr)æF

(4.26) rh = (g - f) * Æ

For a given K and ô, the official current account balance equation can be

written in a compact form as :

(4-27) Ftr = fln,d) 4*0, Ro.p

We assume initially that the fiscal deficit is balanced i.e., (g-t)=O. Therefore

rh=R

(4.28) rh = fln,g)

We denote the premium level that maintains official current account balance,

tor a given g, in the initial state by no, so that:

or
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(4.æ\ Æ = (æo,go)=O

Now, let us introduce a government budget deficit by increasing government

spending above the initial tax revenue, so that [(g.' - to) > 0]. Then,

(4.30) rh = (Ø - 6) * f(n, g.,l

The dynamics of the devaluation-inflation cycle triggered by a

monetized fiscal deficit is explained in the figure below, which uses

equations (4.25\, (4.291and (4.30).Any point to the left of,the rÍr = 0 schedule

indicates a low parallel market premium so that R r O. Also, all points to the

right side of the ñr =0 schedule correspond to a high premium such that É<0.

The î =0 schedule shows all combinations of (m, n), for a given level of

foreign currency stock held by private agents, that maintain equilibrium in
;r

the asset market.
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t"¡l " å: o

(J-*)7 o 
( {-t)=o

g7o R=o
(5- t-) > o

R<e

tTL r

Fig a-j: Devaluation lnflation Cycle

fh

Before the fiscal deficit is introduced the economy is at a steady state

equilibrium at point A, for which real domestic money is stationary (rîr =0),

portfolio assets are in equilibrium 1Ê =g¡ and the official current account is

balanced (å - 0). with the introduction of a fiscat deficit((g-t)>0), the

resulting growth in domestic money supply introduces a higher premium

level (lI"), as the excess of domestic money raises the demand for foreign

currency in the parallel market. Therefore, the portfolio asset equilibrium is

now maintained at a higher premium level (ir") at point B. At nn the official
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current account is in deficit, because n" is higher than the initial premium

level (no) that maintains official current account balance.

Let us assume that, in the initial situation, international reserves are

at a level Flu . We denote the minimum acceptable reserve level at which the

central bank has to take corrective action as Fln.,. Assuming that the fiscal

deficit cannot be removed and that a permanent inflow of foreign aid cannot

be obtained, the only corrective action is devaluation.

After the introduction of the fiscal deficit, the parallel market premium

will keep rising towards liH, and as result the official reserves will run down

till ¡t reaches its minimum acceptable level R,n at point B, at which

devaluation takes place. We suppose that the government devalues the

official rate so that a temporary surplus in the official current account is

created at rcr27. Following the devaluation both the parallel market rate and

domestic inftation rise.

At point C, there is a surplus in the

deficit, positive growth in real domestic

official current account, a fiscal

money supply, and increasing

"/ Th¡s assumption is not necessary in our analysis, but only to cope
with the empiricat findings of Edward (1989) and Kamin (199i b), wño
reported that devaluations in a large group of developing countries had
created a temporary surplus in the official current accounts.
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inflation. The positive growth in domestic money supply will induce demand

for foreign currency (via the portfolio asset equatio n (4.25), therefore the

parallel market premium will keep rising. As a result of the increasing

premium, the system will be forced to move towards point B. The official

reserves will be drained along the movement towards point B. At point B the

minimum acceptable reserve level is reached again, and another devaluation-

inflation cycle will follow.

It is important to realize that the crucial assumption that sustains the

devaluation-inflation spiral in our setting is the assumption that the budget

deficit is not removable, or equivalently loss of control over liquidity. The

introduction of a positive fiscal deficit pushes the economy to a higher

premium level, which induces domestic currency devqluation to avoid a

further fall of the official reserves below the acceptable minimum level. lf the

government uses the devaluation policy as well as contractionary fiscal

policy simultaneously, the devatuation-inflation spiral will come to an end.

This is because at point C, when (g - t)=0, the positive growth in domestic

money is caused only by the surplus in the official current account. The

adiustment process in this situation will follow the adjustment from point

c to A, at which the system again wiil be stabirized.
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lf the fiscal deficit turns out to be not removable, but foreign aid28

flow becomes accessible after the initial devaluation of the domestic

currency, then still the devaluation-inflation spiral will occur as described

before. The only difference now is that the time interval between each

devaluation episode and the subsequent devaluation becomes longer, as

compared to the situation when foreign aid is not accessible. This is

because, given that the government reserves expand when foreign aid ftow

become accessible, then the minimum acceptable reserve level, after the first

devaluation, can be to the right-side of n, (a higher premium level can be

tolerated before reserves reach their minimum threshold).

'"1 we assume
country's balance

the size of foreign
of payment deficit.

aid is not sufficient to resolve the
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Chapter 5

Empirical Analvsis

The main objective of this chapter is to set up the estimation

procedure for the model in chapter two. since we apply the model on

Sudanese data, it should be helpful to introduce first the structure and

development of the parallel market for foreign exchange in Sudan since the

late 1970s.

The first part of the chapter shows the macroeconomic environment

after so-called stabilization programs of the IMF helped expand the parallet

market for foreign exchange. ln the second part we set up estimation

procedures for the basic equations of the model in chaptgr two in an attempt

to specify the basic determinants of the parallel market rate. The final part

of the chapter includes empirical analysis of the relationship between

parallel market premium and real official rate misalignment.

From independence in 1956 until 1979, the Sudan's foreign trade has

been subject to full exchange control and highly regulated current account

transactions. In the late seventies when government revenues were barely

meeting current expenditure and no financial markets were available. the
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government reliance on currency issue generated mounting inflationary

pressure and a worsening external balance. Such conditions of rising

inflation and highly suppressed aggregate demand, especially for imported

goods, have paved the way for the emergence and subsequent expansion of

illegal parallel markets for foreign exchange. Atso from the late seventies,

the Sudan has turned into a major labour exporting country and the

remittances sent home by Sudanese nationals abroad (SNA) became the

major source of foreign exchange for the country. lt was in these conditions

that the IMF-inspired stabilization package came into effect in 1g7g. The main

obiectives of the package, so stated, were to remove price distortions

deemed to be biased against exports and production and in favour of

excessive consumption and importing. In order to meet these objectives the

package proposed a multiple exchange rate (MER) regime that consisted of

a flexible exchange rate system beside a sticky official exchange rate; the

latter applied to some essential consumer goods and production inputs

whereas the flexible rate applied mainly to some private consumption and

capital goods.

The Sudanese government resisted opening the exchange market to

supply and demand forces, as requested by the lMF, and adopted a multiple

exchange rate (MER) system that consisted of a sticky official exchange rate
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and a commercial rate2e that is more depreciated3o than the sticky official

rate, but more appreciated than the parallel market rate.

On the trade side the policy also calls for a gradual move towards

trade liberalization through dismantling of administrative import control

measures and through giving more weight to tariffs. The central policies

emphasized by the package, however, were twofold: Periodic revision and

adjustment of the sticky official rate, and continuous shifting of import

categories to the relatively more flexible commercial rate.

During this period, factors such as a negative real interest rate on

lending and the highly lucrative yields of the service sector activities led to

a rather significant demand for commercial bank credits. As observed by El-

Bedawi (1988) the process of currency issue to finance deficits of the

government and other related public entities has led to a mechanism of

growth of deposits and lending (without significant impact on real output)

that increased the monetary base to explosive levels. '

"/ lt should be understood that the commercial rate is also an official
rate. However, to distinguish between the two rates we call them the sticky
official rate and the commercial rate. When we say the official rate as in the
previous chapters, we refer to the most important rate of the multiple official
rates.

tol The central bank assigned a group of domestic commercial banks to
set periodically an exchange rate in the light of the inflow and the outflow of
foreign currency through the official channels.
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The relaxation of foreign exchange and trade restrictions, as implied

by the IMF advice, in conjunction with the increased remittances by

Sudanese nationals abroad which in turn generated excess aggregate

demand for imports, and virtual chaos in the domestio banking system3r,

have all facilitated the phenomenal expansion of the illegal parallel market

for foreign exchange. Table (5.1) in appendix C attests the size and structure

of the parallel market for foreign exchange during 1981t82 fiscal year.

According to some estimates (El-Bedaw¡ 1988), the size of this market grew

from US$ 800 million in 1981 to US$ 1200 million in 1984 [twice the officially

recorded export revenue for that year]. What made things even worse after

1984, despite all governments attempts to let the commercial rate cope with

the parallel rate, the civilwar and political instability induced massive capital

flight from the country, and thereby caused additional demand for foreign

currency in the parallel market.

Demand for foreign exchange is increasingly influenced,by conditions

in the asset market. The combination of rapid monetary expansion and

repeated devaluations serves nothing but to generate expectations of future

currency devaluation. As such the liberalization experiment has widely

exposed the credibility problem of the Sudanese government, and, as a

ttl In 1gB4 there were
illegally involved in foreign

allegations that some commercial banks were
currency trading activities in the parallel market.
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result, ignited expectations and widened the parallel economy. A close look

at the behaviour of the parallel market for foreign exchange is provided by

figure (1-d) on page 37, which indicates that anticipation of official rate

devaluations such as the ones in 1981, 1985, and 1987 is reflected in

increasing premiums prior to the devaluation. The decline in the premium

caused by devaluations, however, was very short lived.

In recent years doubts have been raised (Kiguel and O'Connell 1995,

El-Erian 1994) about the viability of multiple exchange rate system in

developing countries where official capital markets are weakt' or non-

existent, and (illegal) parallel markets for foreign exchange are well

established. Since both of these conditions are striking features of the

Sudanese situation, in the following we argue that the adoption of multiple

exchange rate system in the late 1970s contributed to the expansion of an

already flourishing parallel market for foreign exchange in Sudan.

Multiple exchanqe rate svstems, theory and practice:

The adoption of different exchange rates for different transactions

have featured at one time or another in the foreign exchange policy

instruments of a few industrial countries. But later on the notion of multiple

"lThe lack of official asset markets limit the government options to meet
its obligations of budget deficit without resorting to money creation.
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exchange rate (MER) system became a central issue in the IMF policy for the

developing countries. In the late seventies when Sudan adopted the IMF

program, it was part of the IMF conditions to move to MER system. The MER

system has been advocated to meet a range of objectives: to promote

earnings from exports of goods and services; to discourage certain private

sector imports and service transactions by allowing them to be imported

through a more depreciated exchange rate; to subsidize imports of certain

basic consumer goods by allowing them through "l less depreciated

exchange rates; and finally to insutate the domestic economy from external

shocks. By allowing external current and capital accounts to be channelled

through different exchange markets the objective was to isolate the domestic

economy from what were viewed as transitory and potentially destabilizing

speculative capital flows.

After many years of adopting MER, the Sudanese experience reinforces the

conclusion that, although MER system helps achieve certain policy

objectives over the short term, it ultimately introduces more problems than

it addresses. MER regimes can severely distort econo¡ric incentives and

impose costs on the economy by misallocating production and consumption

resources. Moreover, attempts to subsidize essential commodities through

the exchange system rather than through more transparent budgetary

subsidies tends to obscure the underlying costs while imposing distortions
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elsewhere in the economy. In addition, if a country is pursuing loose

monetary and fiscal policies, the adoption of MER is expected to lead to

continuous depreciation of the commercial rate. Eventually foreign

exchange pressures re-emerge, manifesting themselves through losses of

official international reserves and through rising demand for foreign

currency in the foreign exchange markets.

lnsulation in theory and practice:

The adoption of an MER system has been aimed at insulating the

domestic economy from external shocks. Assigning private capital account

transactions to a relatively flexible commercial rate would allow the

authorities to limit their net intervention, particularly with respect to short-

term capital movements, which are typically the most volatile transactions.

Official reserves are used only to finance current transactions, so that

shocks to the private capital account are absorbed (partially) by the

commercial exchange rate rather than by official reserves.

The effectiveness of this technique is limited, however. Under

expansionary monetary and fiscal policies the official authorities may be

tempted to adiust the commercial and the official rates to prevent an

excessive rise in the parallel market rate, which in turn raises domestic
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inflation, and therefore eventually may lead to a devaluation-inflation spiral.

As a result, the MER system cannot anchor the nominal exchange rates in

the face of loose monetary and fiscal policies. .,

Due to failure to control monetary growth, the adoption of the MER

system in Sudan contributed to continuous depreciation of the commercial

exchange rate and continuous increase in domestic inflation, despite the

presence of a relatively fixed official exchange rate (see Table 5.2 of

Appendix C). The resulting overvaluation of the official rate raised pressure

on the balance of payments, and the leakage and distortions associated with

increasingly tight controls33 eventually expanded the parallel market for

foreign exchange. After many years under the MER regime the adoption of

a unified exchange rate system in 1992 was unable to overcome the

substantial distortions that had arisen under the MER system.

The Sudanese government viewed this action as a key element for

improving the efficiency of the foreign exchange regime as a first step

towards improvement in the economic and financial performance" This was

at a time of severe external payment pressures, reflected in low foreign

"/ In the past, each time the official reserves reached a minimum
threshold the official authorities in the Sudan used to resort to more
suppressive measures of aggregate demand for importéd goods.
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exchange reserves (equivalent to less than one week of imports), reduced

import availability and mounting external payment arrears. The government

could maintain the new unified rate only by tightening demand-management

policies. This involved sharply reducing the budget deficit and containing

domestic liquidity. However, tight financial policy could not be maintained

in the face of a difficult external environment of tight financial restrictions

and domestic political problems. As a result, pressure re-emerged in the

foreign exchange market not long after the adoption of the unified exchange

rate regime. Rather than opting tor greater flexibility in,setting the unified

rate, in part because of concerns about domestic inflation, the authorities

restored the MER regime in Oct 1993.

The evidence presented in the previous pages suggests that the

parallel market for foreign exchange cannot be ignored in the design of

macroeconomic policy in Sudan. The second part of the chapter contains

empirical analysis of the model presented in chapter two.

The data:

The foreign exchange rates: The data for the official and parallel rates

have been collected mainly from World Currency Yearbooks (1988-89, 1984),

which provide monthly time series data on foreign exchange rates, and
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detailed currency history for each country. Since the data for the other

variables in our estimation equations are available on an annual basis we

approximate the annual series for the parallel rates by taking the monthly

average for each year.

GDP: GDP time series data have been provided by the World Tables

(a World Bank publication), which are based mainly on national sources as

collected by World Bank regional country economists. tn these series GDP

by industrial origin is the sum of value added measured at constant producer

prices of 1987. Value added is defined as the current value of gross output

less the current cost of (a) materials, fuels and other supplies consumed, (b)

contract and commission work done by others, (c) repair and maintenance

work done by others, and (d) goods shipped in the same condition as

received.

P',: lmport price index data are collected from World Ta-bles, Yearbook

1993. The time series data for this index are based on World Bank estimates.

CFI: Consumer Price Index (CPl) data are provided by International

Financial Statistics (lFS). The CPI is the most frequentty used indicator for

domestic inflation in Sudan, as it reflects change in the cost of acquiring a

fixed basket of goods and services by the average consumer. The weights

of consumer items are based on the household expenditure survey of 1978-
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1980. The Laspeyres formula has been used in the computation of the index.

Foreign Price Index: Since Britain is a major trading partner3a with

Sudan, as proxy for the foreign inflation we have used the industriat

production index of Britain. Foreign price index series are required for the

calculation of real official rate misalignment. The time series data for this

index are provided by different series of the International Financial Statistics.

The index is compiled using the Laspeyres formula.

ñll'l: Equals the sum of currency outside banks and demand deposits

other than those of the central government. The time series data for this

variable has been collected from different series of the International

Financiaf Statistics. ,

Determinants of the parallel market rate:

The parallel market rate for foreign exchange is determined by the

interaction of supply and demand for foreign currency in the parallel market.

The supply of foreign currency is described in chapter two as consisting of

under-invoiced export revenue and workers' remittances that channelled to

the parallel market. As we indicated earlier the flow of foreign currency (from

3ol Foreign trade participation with Britain from eErly 1g70s to 1gg4
constituted 25% of total foreign trade transactions.



either source) to the parallel

market premium, therefore

market is positively related to
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the parallel

(5.1) LlogF s = s0 + s,log(á/ ê) * 4 for sr>0

Where A stands for the first difference, F' is the supply of foreign currency,

u, is a stochastic disturbance, and s, (i=0,1) are the intercept and coefficient

respectively.

Demand for foreign currency in the parallel market arises from two

motivations: one is the flow demand for foreign currency, which is mainly

due to private sector imports, and the other motivation is the stock demand

for foreign currency, or the portfolio component of foreign currency demand.

The flow demand for foreign currency in the paraltel market, arises because

the monetary authorities do not satisfy total demand at the official exchange

rate. Such demand is a function of overall economic performance, measured

by the level of income, and of the cost of private sector imports or the

foreign price level. Accordingly, the ftow demand for foreign currency in the

parallel market can be specified as:

(5.2) L, togF o = do* drlog(Q * dzlog(bpî) * uz ! for dr=O

Where Fo represents demand for foreign currency, Z denotes the domestic



income in real terms, P', is the foreign import price

market rate, u, stands for a stochastic disturbance.

for intercept and coefficients3s respectively.

We use the loglinear approximation36 :
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index, b is the parallel

and di (i-0, 1, 2) stand

log(F" -F) = f,o1 * n.,logFs -(1-n,)logF't 0*n,*1, flort0

Taking the first difference operator on both sides of the loglinear

approximation equation above we get

(5.3) Âlog(Fs - F1= nr\logF '- (1 - nr)LtogFd

Since change in the private current account balance can be expressed3T as:

A(logfl =Âtog(F" -F7

Then using equations (s.1), (5.2) and (s.3) we express the change in private

current account balance as:

ttÆhe condition that d, =0 implies that demand for foreign currency due
to change in import price is perfecily inelastic.

t'l rhis type of toglinear approximation have been used also by Agenor
(1991), and others in applied econometrics.

- .-t'lDouble log function form has been chosen for number of reasons: (i)
it linearize some of the nonlinear relationships between the dependent andthe independent variables, (ii) even when the actual relationship b"t*""n
dependent and independent variabte is linear, double log function form will
not affect regression results, (iii) coefficients represent elasticities.
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(5-4) A^(lqF) =[(qfr -4(I -4)] -4(1 -nr)tqrz*[srn' - g(1-n.,)ltqb-srnr lqge-d"(1-n.,)tog(pi)
ùtÀg

where

us = (1 -n.,)(u, - ur)

When we specified the model in chapter two, we assumed that domestic

wealth consists of two non-interest bearing assets: domestic money M, and

foreign currency assets, bF. The proportion of foreign currency assets held

in private wealth depends on the expected rate of change in the parallel

market rate:

(s.s) ,qffi=q* 
",t s(+) rorq>o

Where co , cr are constants, b"*., is one period ahead anticipated parallel

market rate, and b is the current parallel market rate.

Equation (5.5) represents the stock demand for foreign currency.

In order to determine the parallel market rate resulting from the interaction

of supply and demand for foreign currency, we express the left-hand side of

equation (5.5) as:
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(s.6) t"g(# = tos(åF) - tos(M * bFl

We use the log linear approximation as before,

(5"7) log(M+hF) =Doz * nrloEW + (1_n )log(bF) for O<nr<1, nor>O

Then from (5.6) and (5.7) we get:

(5'8) 
'"n#= 

nzlogb + nzlogF - nrlogM - no,

Equations (5.5) and (5.8) yietd:

(s.e) øsF="P* Aøsbl, @tj_!ùosø * ros7

Taking the first difference of equation (S.9):

(s.10) Âtos(F) = (3,)atos(ó;î) (-þÅtos(ó) + L,tosw

substituting equation (s.10) into equation (s.4) and solving for log(b) we get:
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- nt) {tw(pll -3 ¿ bs(óÍ) + (, try(ó-1 ) * 

^ 
tog(ffi)ry -{-ur

where

q=Ilts,t - d"(1 -r.,¡ * 4 )"lro, (o =[4(ï -nr) -4fr1i Clrb

Equation (5.11) indicates that the parallel market rate is positively

related to the official exchange rate, the expected parallel market rate, and

domestic money growth. The coefficient of the import price index is

expected to be negative. The sign of the real output coefficient is unclear at

this stage, because it depends on whether improvement in the general

economic performance enhances the government's ability to fund more

imports through the official market, and thereby absorb part of the additional

demand for foreign currency in the parallel market, or merely will affect the

supply of foreign currency to the parallel market without affecting demand

for foreign currency in the parallel market.

The impact of a change in the official exchange rate on the parallel

market rate can be explained as follows. Consider for example a devaluation

of the official rate, which generates depreciation of the one period ahead

anticipated parallel market rate. Due to the resulting additional demand for
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foreign currency in the parallel market, the parallel market rate depreciates.

However, the depreciation of the parallel market rate tends to reduce demand

for import goods in the parallel market ( since the marginal cost of foreign

goods, expressed in domestic currency, has risen ) so that in the short-run

the parallel market rate depreciates by less than the official exchange rate38.

In the long-run, as long as the parallel market premium is below its steady-

state level, anticipation of further depreciation will keep pushing the parallel

market rate upward until in the long-run one-to-one correspondence is

attained between the official and the parallel market rate3e.

Estimation results:

It would have been useful to test for random walk behaviour in the

data before the estimation process. However, the small sample size and the

low frequency data (annual data) used in our estimation limits the power of

unit root test. lt has been recognized recently (Macdonald 1995, Cochrane

1988, and Lo 1988) that the unit root test as represented in t-he Dicky-Fuller

(1979) test and its versions have low power in small samples and in

38/ Empirical evidence that the parallel market premium tends to fall
immediately following an official devaluation but tends to rise progressively
afterwards has been provided by Edwards and Montiel (1989) for a large
group of developing countries.

tn/ A Long-run homogeneity test between the parallel,'rate and the official
rate can be conducted by restricting the coefficient of the official rate in
equation (5.11) to one and using likelihood ratio test.
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low frequency data such as annual data. Cochrane 1988 and MacDonald

(1995) indicate that, in addition to the sample size limitations, conventional

unit root tests have relatively low power to test against the alternative of

near stationary behaviour. Their explanation is based on the notion that, if

it takes a long time for a variable to exhibit mean r"u"rúng behaviour then

certainly such behaviour is not be picked up by the lag lengths

conventionally used in Dicky-Fuller test.

A better way of picking up long autocorrelation may be to use the

variance ratio test recently introduced into economic literature by Cochrane.

But the test statistics that facilitate testing the significance of variance ratio

test, as derived by Lo and Mackinlay (1988)40 are based on asymptotic

distribution and require large sample sizes.

The results of estimating equation (5.11) are shown in Table (5.1).

Three methods have been used. Ordinary least squares (OLS),

autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic (ARCH), un 
,O 

generalized

autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic (GARCH) methods, which uses

maximum likelihood estimation assuming that the errors are conditionally

Gaussian. The latter two approaches have been used beside the oLS,

ool Lo and Mackinlay (1988) have derived two test statistics that facilitate
testing the significance of variance ratio test. The first test statistic is
calculated on the assumption that the error term is iid; their second
statistics to non-iid errors.
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because a Lagrange multiplier test indicates the presence of conditional

heteroskedastic error termsal.

When modelling heteroskedasticity in time series data, the approach

developed by Engel (1982) is of interest. ARCH(q) and GARcH(p,q) models

recognize the presence of successive periods of relative volatitity and

stability and allow the conditional variance to evolve over time as a function

of past errors. ln the ARCH approach with order q, the våriance of the error

terms conditional on the past is given by the equation:

(5.12) o? = no * ry=' \u?-i

where crj are unknown parameters and q is the order of the ARCH process.

In the more general approach of the GARCH(p) the variance is expressed as:

(s.13) o? = no *\=, ot.'r-J*Ðo^, õ,o'r-,

Even though when the error terms evolve according to (b.12) or (s.13) oLS

is still an unbiased estimator, estimation methods that taie into account the

otl Lagrange multiplier test for the ARCH(q) process against the null
hypothesis that the disturbance is conditionally homosceãastic can be
constructed by running a regression of the OLS squared residuals on a
constant and q lags and comparing the value of total observations in the
estimation multiplied by the R2 with a value from Chi-square tabtes with q
degrees of freedom.
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structure of the second moment of the error term as represented in

equations (5.12) and (5.13) will add to efficiency.

The stationarity condition of o,2 is satisfied when the roots of the

autoregressive part of the characteristic equation lie outside the unit circle,

and that condition is satisfied when the absolute value of the coefficients cr,

and ô, are less than one.

Table (5.1) below report estimation results of equation (5.11) using OLS,

ARCH(2), and GARCH(1,1).
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Table [5.1] Determinants of the parallel market rate:

OLS: constant 
^M1 

e Pr' real income Äb*r"

10.5 0.47 0.43 -0.58 -1.O2 0.06

(1 .35) (1.6) (1.07) (-1.13) (-1.15) (0.1e)

D.W =1.79, R2 adjusted=O.95

ARCH[2]:

constant AM1 e Pr'

12.15 0.47 0.68 -0.30

(5.15) (5.26) (5.2s) (-1.62)

variance equation:

ot2 = o.o8 + 0.16 r,-,' - 0.11 q-r2

(1.46) (2.14) (-2.78)

GARCH[1,1]:

real income Ab*ru

-1.26 0.01

(-4.521 (0.13)

Ab*1"

0.06

(0.34),

constant AM1 e Pr' real income

9.61 0.52 0.36 -0.61 -0.94

(1.8) (2.51) (1.24) (-1.82) (-1.55)

var¡ance equation:

q2 = 0.0'l - 0.10 e,-.r' t 0.98 o,-l2

(0.32) (-0.e3) (2.28)

All terms in parenthesis are t-ratios.

All variables are converted into logarithmic form.
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^M1 
is the change in domestic money supply (currency plus demand

deposit), e is the official exchange rate, P,' is the import price index, b*.,u is

the one period ahead anticipated parallel market rate. Expectations are based

on past information as well as on all currently available information. Thus

the anticipated parallel rate for period t+1, is estimated as the predicted rate

at the current period t (from equation 5.11), adjusted by the previous year's

prediction error. lt is assumed that if last year was over-predicted then the

current year prediction is revised downward. The previgus year prediction

error is calculated as the difference between the actual and the predicted

rate at period t-1.

Estimation results42 ¡n tabte (5.1) support the assumptions of the

model in chapter two. An increase in domestic money growth raises the

parallel market rate; depreciation of the official exchange rate induce

depreciation of the parallel market rate (but by less than the increase in the

official exchange rate); higher anticipation of the parallel market rate also

raises the parallel rate in the current period (but its effect is not statistically

o'lThere is a dummy variable included beside the explanatory variables
listed in the table, but for clarity purpose we didn't report it. lt is also
important to realize that we did not include a lagged dependent variable as
a separate explanatory variable in the estimation process, because the
lagged dependent variable is included in the construction of the anticipated
parallel market rate, otherwise it would have generated a multicollinearity
problem.
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significant); and a reduction in real income causes depreciation of the

parallel market rate.

The positive association between the parallel market rate and domestic

money growth complies with the basic hypothesis of currency substitution

(or portfolio-balance hypothesis) in which private agents are assumed to

substitute any excess of domestic money supply ( over what they desire to

hold) for foreign currency, and that generates additional demand for foreign

currency in the parallel market, thereby raising the parallel market ratea3.

The negative relationship between real income and the parallel market

rate indicates that the poor performance of the economy could have more

impact on the supply of foreign currency (through its impact on export

revenue) than on the demand for foreign currency in the parallel marketaa.

The effect of one-year-ahead anticipated parallel mãrket.rate indicates

a positive sign as expected. Under economic conditions such as those in

Sudan, where the parallel market for foreign currency is well established and

otl An increase in domestic money supply raises (depreciates) the parallel
market rate, and higher parallel market rate, in turn, raises domestic inflation.

ool Th¡s happens when an output decline affects the foreign currency
inflow to the parallel market more than it affects demand for imports at the
parallel market.
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well organized and no stable economic policy is in place, future anticipation

of the parallel rate is expected to play a very effective role in determining the

parallel market rate via its effect on demand for foreign currency in the

current period. However, the relatively small size coefficients and the

insignificant t-ratios of the anticipated rates can be attributed to the

offsetting policy actions undertaken by the official authorities each time

there was speculative attacks on foreign currency in the parallel market. ln

the mid and late 1980s, each time there were speculative attacks on foreign

currency in the parallel market, low official reserves prompted more

repressive stands on illegal foreign exchange transactions, which in turn

raised the risk of foreign currency transaction in the parallel market and

thereby dampened the effect of anticipation of parallel rate depreciation.

Another reason for the small size coefficients of the anticipated rate could

be due to the aggregation effect of the annual data used in the estimation

process, which may encompass opposite anticipation effects.

Real official exchanqe rate misaliqnment:

In chapter four our theoretical analysis suggested a positive

association between the parallel premium and real official misalignment

under a crawling-peg exchange rate and a fixed exchange rate system. In

this section we want to propose a more practical approach to investigate the

relationship between parallel market premium and. the official rate
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misalignment.

The index of real exchange rate misalignment (RERM) is measured as:

RERMT= IEBERt - RERÅ

RERt

Where ERER is the equilibrium real exchange rate, t is the time index. The

real exchange rate (RER) is defined as

RER =Pr/P*

Where Pr and PN are the domestic price indexes of tradabtes and

nontradables respectively. This concept of the RER hag a firm theoretical

foundation (see Edward 1989). An operational definition for RER is given by

RER = eprTp*

Where e is the official nominal exchange rate measure, and Pr' is the foreign

currency price of tradables. Some researchers (Ëdwards 1989, Balassa 1990)

have used the U.S wholesale price index as a proxy for Pr'and the domestic

CPI as a proxy for P*. Because Britain is a major trading partner with Sudan

we have used Britain's industrial output price index instead as a proxy for

the foreign price of tradables.

In the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) approach, usuaily the EHER is

estimated by using RER at a base year in which the actúal RER is believed

to be identical with the equilibrium real exchange rate. As a result, the

equilibrium real official exchange rate has been measured as the average
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sample period. Hence the PPP measure ofrate in the

EREM, = ¡
(Ðl:,'r'r, RER)¡te

RERt

Once we have specified a measure for the equilibrium real exchange

rate misalignment, the next step is to calculate the co¡relation coefficient

between the parallel market premium and the equilibrium real exchange rate

misalignment. The correlation coefficient between the parallel market

premium and real official misalignment is reported as 0.65. The magnitude

and the sign of the correlation coefficient coincides with the finding of

chapter four in which we predicted that the parallel market premium may

reflect the extent of official rate overvaluation. In general the empirical

results of the model could be improved more if we were able to expand the

sample size by using high frequency data (quarterly or monthly) of all

variables in equation (5.11). i

1l
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Appendix C

Table 5.I: consolidated balance of payments accounts 1gB1/82 (us$

billions)

Source: Reported balance of payment: The Central Bank of Sudan

Unreported: estimates provided to USAID/Sudan.

Debit % Credit % Net

Trade: Reported

Unreported

1.9 73 0.4 66 -1.5

0.7 27 0.2 34 -0.5

lnvisibles: Reported

Unreported

0.6 66 0.5 55 0.1

0.3 34 0.4 45 -0.1

Flemittances: Reported

Unreported

0"4 44 0.4

0.1 0.5 56 0.4

Current A/C: Reported

Unreported

2.5 69 1.3 54 -1.2

1.1 31 1.1 46 0.0
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Appendix C

Table 5.2: Data:

year b GDP

1971 0.60 19004

1972 0.56 18598

1973 0.60 17098

1974 0.61 18823

1975 0.66 21209

1976 0.59 25114

1977 0.59 28929

1978 0.65 28478

1979 0.70 25524

1980 0.97 25767

1981 1.03 26306

1982 1.43 29640

1983 1.80 30251

1984 3.12 28736

1985 3.22 26931

1986 6.40 27994

1987 6.20 28607

1988 11.0 27374

P.r CPI P.r

27.0 3.5 92.2

30.6 4.0 100.0

40.9 4.6 105.9

65.6 5.8 113.6

69.0 7.2 140.2

67.8 7.3 174.1

73.3 8.5 202.6

80.0 10.2 66.4

92.5 13.3 72"9

109.8 16.7 80.9

107.2 20.8 92.2

95.6 26.2 101.1

95.6 34.2 108.8

94.1 45.8 114.3

89.3 66.6 121.8

96.3 82.9 92.2

100.0 100 96.2

108.5 164.7 100.0

M1 e

124 0.34

144 0.34

174 0.34

237 0.34

281 0.34

350 0.34

497 0.34

634 0.40

837 0.50

1097 0.50

1531 0.90

2091 1.31

2336 1.31

2764 1.31

4145 2.32

5849 2.50

7768 2.85

11218 4.54
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1989 20.0 29391 18899 4.54 104.4 269.2 104.4

1 990 35.0 28944 27659 7.00 1 14.0 444.6 109.7

1991 49.0 29133 44305 8.50 114.0 9994.1 116.2

Notes:

b is the parallel market rate (Sudanese pounds per US$).

GDP at constant price (1987 price), in millions of Sudanese pounds.

M1 in millions of Sudanese pounds.

e is the official rate (Sudanese pounds per US$).

P', denotes import price index.

CPI is the consumer price index.

P', is the industrial price index of Britain.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future research extension

In this chapter we give a brief summary of the basic findings of our

research, followed by discussion of the basic assumptions of the model and

some outlines of possible extension of the model.

Basic Results of the Model:

After a critical review of the literature on the parallel market for foreign

exchange, we set up a dynamic model of dual foreign exchange markets, an

official market that is controlled by the official authoritie! anO a free parallel

market which is illegal.

The main obiective of the thesis is to investigate the following questions:

(1) How can we explain the devaluation-inflation-cycle phenomena observed

in some developing countries during the past decade ?

(2) Why have attempts to unify dual foreign exchange markets, by overnight

floating of the official rate, failed in some developing countries ?

(3) ls the parallel market rate premium over the official rate an appropriate

indicator of the real official rate misalignment ?

The qualitative results of our model indicate that a fixed exchange rate

policy and an unremovable fiscal deficit combined with a domestic inflation

rate dominated by the parallel market rate yield a devaluation-inflation spiral
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and therefore eventually lead to a flexible official exchange rate system.

A floating exchange rate system and continuous domestic money growth

yield an ever-increasing inflation and continuous Oepreiiation of the unified

exchange rate, and thereby lead to eventual collapse of the flexible exchange

rate system. The major two factors that contributed to the unsustainability

of the flexible and the fixed foreign exchange policy in our model are:

(i) inconsistency of the fiscal and the monetary policy with the foreign

exchange rate policy;

(ii) low levels of official foreign currency reserves.

The results of the model also indicate that, given that domestic

inflation rate is fully reflected by the parallel market rate, the parallel market

rate premium over the official rate is an appropriate indicator of real official

rate misalignment. This finding does not mean that elimination of the parallel

rate premium will automatically eliminate the real official rate misalignment;

it implies that maintaining the parallel market premium at a steady state may

help to stabilize the deviation of the real official rate from its equilibrium

level.

Empirical testing of the model's results on Sudanese data indicates

that increases in the domestic money supply raise the parallel market rate,

that anticipation of depreciation of the parallel márket rate induces
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depreciation of the current parallel market rate, and that depreciation of the

official rate reduces the parallel market premium in the short term. All these

results comply with the predictions of the model.

Re-considerinq some of the assumptions:

In constructing the model in chapter two we assumed that the overall

amount of national workers' remittances (K) are fixed on average over the

long term, while the proportion of remittances that is channelled to the

official versus the parallel markets is a variable that depends on the current

parallel market premium. The assumption of a fixed long-run average

remittance is not an unrealistic assumption if a large number of migrated

workers are from a skilled group that occupies relatively stable jobs and

thereby earns stable income. On the other hand, if most of the workers

abroad consist of a low skilled group that faces unstable demand, then the

assumption needs to be re-considered by taking into account the short term

conditions that influence the demand for their services abroad.

Another simplifying assumption that underlies the construction of the

model in chapter two is that a fixed fraction of the avaitable foreign currency

at the official source is assumed to be allocated for private sector imports.

This assumption implies that, even when the official authorities face a severe

foreign currency shortage they still adhere to the 
"urn" 

î¡*"d proportion of
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the official foreign currency policy. We need to consider that there are

situations under which this assumption can be violated. For example, if the

government policy is to use all remaining currency from official sources

(after paying for government imports) for private sector imports then the

total remaining amount as well as the proportion of foreign currency to be

allocated for private imports is a variable to be determined mainly by all

factors that affect the inflow of foreign currency through official channels.

Under this latter situation the proportion of foreign currency to be allocated

for private sector imports has to be modelled as an endogenous variable

rather than assuming it a fixed parameter. On the other hand, it has to be

realized that this latter assumption imposes the restriction that the official

current account is always balanced, which is a condition that may not be

realistic for many underdeveloped economies.

Another assumption of the model is that the probability of detection

of illegal foreign currency transactions in the parallel market is a linear

function of the size of the transaction and is the same regardless of the

source of foreign currency (whether it be from remittances or from export

under-invoicing). Changes in this assumption to accommOdate different risks

for different sources of foreign currency does not change the basic results

of the model. In addition, the assumption accommodates a situation where

official institutions are (illegally) involved in foreign currency trading in the
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parallel market. Since the foreign exchange, regardless of its source, can be

facilitated (possibly from outside the home-country) to the parallel market

through official institution(s), presumably no different risk would be

associated with different sources of foreign currency.

Suqqestions about possible extension of the model

Fluman capital fliEht: lmpact of rnigration on income:

In the model of chapter two we did not allow an explicit role for the

impact of human capital flight on domestic economip growth. This is

because in constructing the net revenue function of private agents we used

the implicit assumption that domestic labour is homogenous and there is

a large amount of unemployment. As a result, private agents are able choose

the optimal combination of domestic labour and imported inputs at a given

isoquant curve of home good production. In this setting we ruled out a

shortage of skilled labour and we didn't impose any constraints regarding

the impact of migrated workers on domestic production. ln recent years the

flight of human capital has been analyzed in a number of studies (e.g Khan

and Haque 1985, Haque and Kim 1995) and has been recognized as a

constraining factor for domestic growthas. tn these models, when the after-

oul Haque and Kim 1995 present a dynamic general equilibrium model with
two-period overlapping generations and heterogenous agents (skilled and
non-skilled). In their model growth is driven by the accumulation of human
capital by economic agents. Agents live for two periods, spending part of
their youth gaining an education to improve their earnings in the second
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tax rate of return in the foreign country is higher and migration cost is at

some intermediate range, individuals with higher learning abilities will

choose to work abroad, while those with less abilities will stay at homea6.

As a result, the final finding of these models is that human capital flight

generates a permanent reduction of per capita income growth rate in the

country of emigration. Given that our empirical finding has already shown

a significant impact of real output on the parallel market rate, the logical

outcome of this discussion is that, in modelling the parallel market for

foreign exchange in the context of labour exporting countries, it would be

more relevant to take into account the full effect of migrated workers on

domestic output by incorporating the economic growth constraint imposed

by human capital flight.

Expectation rnodelling

Another important aspect of the model in chapter two is that it lacks

explicit modelling of the private agent's expectation behaviour. In order to

mitigate the effect of this limitation one possible extension is to Iink the

model with speculative attack and balance of payment crisis models.

period. lndividual education and consumption decisions as well as the
choice of residence in old age are all taken jointly to maximize the utility
over two-period life time.

oul Th¡s is because the cost of migration is constant regardless of
abilities. However, the gain from emigration increases with abilities.
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However, the literature on speculative attacks and balance of payment

crises examines the consequences of incompatible monetary, fiscal, and

exchange rate policies for the balance of payments of a small open economy

with convertibte domestic currency (as opposed to our model which deals

with inconvertible). ln a seminal paper Krugman (1979) showed that, under

a fixed exchange rate regime, domestic credit creation in excess of money

demand growth leads to a gradual loss of reserves and ultimately, to a

speculative attack on foreign currency and therefore to eventual

abandonment of the fixed exchange rate regime. This attack always occurs

before the central bank would have run out of reserves in the absence of

speculation.

Krugman's analysis drew on the Salant and Henderson (1978) model

of stabilization schemes in which the government uses an exhaustible

resource of foreign currency to stabilize its price -- a policy that eventually

ends in a speculative attack in which private agents suddenly acquire the

entire remaining government stock. Because of the nonlinea_rites involved

in his model, however, Krugman was unable to derive an explicit solution for

the time of collapse of the fixed exchange rate regime. Later work by Flood

and Garber (1984b) provided an example of how such a solution can be

derived, with or without arbitrary speculative behaviour. A considerable

literature has developed in recent years that has amended or extended the

original Krugman insight in various directions. But none of all these
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extensions tackled the situation of an illegal parallel market for foreign

exchange

lf our model can be linked to the literature on speculative attacks and

balance of payment crises, the analysis can possibly be extended to

investigate such issues as: the level of reserves that tr¡ggers exchange rate

regime shifts, the timing of an exchange rate collapse, and the nature of the

postcollapse exchange rate regime.

!-inking the model with real trade models

As we indicated in the beginning of the thesis there is a clear

dichotomy in the literature between the two approaches of modelling the

parallel market for foreign exchange, the real trade and portfolio-balance

models. Real trade models are basically designed to show coexistence

between the parallel market and official exchange markets even when there

are no foreign exchange restrictions. The parallel market rate is determined

as a function of trade taxes only. The portfolio-balance models, on the other

hand, play down the effect of trade taxes on the parallel market rate, but at

the same time accommodate the impact of quantitative trade restrictions on

the parallel market rate instead. lf there is a situation of high trade taxes in

addition to foreign exchange restrictions, and both are believed to be

contributing to the parallel market for foreign exchange activities, then it is
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necessary to build a link between the two approaches. 
,

Within the context of our portfolio-balance model of chapter two, a link

between the two modelling approaches can be accomplished by including

trade taxes in the net revenue function of private agents (equation 2.5), so

that the impact of trade taxes can be included in the final dynamic equations

of the model.
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